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In a joint venture the universities in Eindhoven (THE) and
in Nijmegen (KUN) are designing and building a modular
constructed mini-computer, informally called "THE KUNix
machine", because UNIX was choosen as its operating
system. The separate modules are dedicated micro-computers
by themselves. A real-time multi-tasking executive program
has to be developed to control each module.

In this report the local executive is described, that will
supervise the application modules in the machine. The
executive is highly application independant, it just
creates a multi-process environment for a number of
application dependant processes. The executive provides
tools to efficiently couple external events to routines in
the process environment. This approach makes the design
and implementation of these application control processes
simple and efficient.

TIle executive is designed, together with the roots for a
initializer mechanism and a debugging system. Because of
delays in the design of the hardware, it could not yet be
tested in its own running environment. The bigger part of
the system was tested on the PDP-II development system
used, at the university in Nijmegen.

I would like to thank everybody contributing to THE KUNix
project for all the help they have given me, especially my
coach, mr. Van Bokhoven and mr. Feenstra in Nijmegen.

Lex Borger
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This document is the report of my activities in the UNIX-project.
This project is performed in co-operation between the Universities
in Nijmegen (KUN) and Eindhoven (THE), respectively the groups IVV
and EB. The subject is to develop a modular constructed mini
computer, operating under the UNIX time-sharing system. Goals are
to make the machine fast, universal and flexible and to gain
educational experience from the project. This has to be achieved
by using new developments and standards in hardware. The machine
must be able to operate smoothly in any configuration of modules,
as defined at the startup.

1.1 The UNIX time-sharing system

UNIX was developed by two people at Bell Laboratories Inc.
(nowadays called "A T & Til): Ken Thompson and Dennis Ritchie. It
is a powerful system for mini-computers and it differs greatly
from most operating systems for computers in the same class. It
supports a command-level for programming, performed by an
interactive command-interpreter, called the SHELL. It forms the
means of communication with the host-machine. The shell is capable
of letting the programmer combine existing software tools to
operate on data in easily defined structures, each performing a
small task in the complete job. The shell supports repetative,
conditional and compound statements. Each active command in the
input for the shell means the execution of a code-text of that
name.

The lower level of programming, the level in which one deals with
programs in stead of commands, is also present with special
features. At first a new high-level language, "C", was designed,
that is so powerful that 80 percent of the UNIX-system is written
in C. It is a combination of APL and Algol-like languages. Short
notations and efficient code-generation make it a powerful tool.

The last decade UNIX has become a
universities and big companies
completeness.

1.2 The project-machine

very popular
because of

system, used on
its qualities and

The computer to be designed and constructed during the project has
to run under UNIX, but the use must certainly not be limited to
UNIX only. Modules to be developed are the central processor,
memory, a serial interface, a graphics display controller and a
disk interface.
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The central processor will be a design that uses the Motorola
68010 processor and some local memory. The memory module will be
designed using intel dynamic RAM, 256 kbyte total size. The module
is prepared for 1 Megabyte, when new memory chips will become
available. Extended eurocards and the Motorola VME-bus (rev.B) are
used for the realisation of all modules. For the application
modules the Intel iAPX-186 processor was choosen, because of its
capabilities and on-board extra equipment: three timers, two DMA
channels and an interrupt-controller. The processor is completely
upward compatible to the Intel 8086 and 8088 processors, which are
accepted and used world-wide right now.

To keep the design of the modules simple and comparable, a common
executive for all is desired. My job was to investigate how the
common executive should look like, what tasks it should perform
and what features it should support.

A hardware and a software view of the machine
figure 1. This report handles the design of the local
from the software point-of-view.

Hardware point of view:

is given in
executive,

=~================================~=

tjBB8BE
VME bus

VME interface
Executive HW
Application HW

I~ gos -71 I*- lex & application~1 ~ Software locations

Software point of view:
Abbreviations:

mesg.

!u:::J:E:l :::J;J-e-s-s-e-n-:-~:-.r-o-n-m-e-n-!

~cpm~ (VME) ~all modules have these,-7
& mem lex is the same for all.

Figure 1: The project-machine design.

GOS=global op.sys.
LEX=local execut.
LAP=local applic.

associated
hardware parts
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The local executive is the supervisory program for the separate
modules in the project-machine. It will be referred to as 'LEX' in
this report, where short reference is preferred. The global
operating system will be UNIX, it is the driver of the complete
machine and runs on the central processor module. It will be
referred to as 'GOS' for short in this report.

Every module of the machine works under control of its own LEX.
The LEX supervises the local application (short: 'LAP'), which can
be any kind of application one can think of. The local application
is a server for the global operating system at all times. It can
have inherited some intelligence from the GOS to handle
complicated events and tasks independent of it. That is where the
profit of the design of the project-machine must lie. This
intelligence consists of downloaded software, that is executed in
the LAP-environment.

The LEX has to be able to supervise several independent devices,
so it is not hard to understand that the only concept we
considered appropriate was a multi-tasking, real-time environment.
We do not have to deal with user-recognition in the LEX, the GOS
is the only party that has to deal with that. Thus the LEX can be
single-user supporting. Commands must provide the LAP with a
source and/or destination if data-transfer is envolved, but no
knowledge is required of the users of the GOS that are envolved.

The local executive has to support management, synchronization,
communication and debugging facilities for the processes. It does
not have to support a file-system, nor a terminal-handler,
although these may be a part of the LAP. The LEX is only concerned
with controlling memory, processor and all equipment on board of
the processor, which are some controllers and timers. All other
hardware must be controlled by LAP-processes. This concept frees
the LEX from the obligation of having knowledge of special
hardware, so that it can be universal for all modules. It may not
be any slower in execution-time through this concept, so an
efficient coupling of hardware interrupts to LAP-processes is
strived for.

To relieve the hardware the LEX does not have to support any
memory protection. All processes running under its supervision
have to be save in two ways: not using more stack-space than is
reserved for the particular task and not addressing any data-space
outside the assigned locations. The first demand is hard to
fulfill. It specifies that the tasks must look after their own
stacksizes. The second one is met through good programming
dicipline, which is to be expected from implementors of the LEX
and application processes.
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Why not choose the same system as a local supervisor as we have
already chosen for the global supervisor? The UNIX system is easy
maintainable, because it is of simple design, written in a high
level language and of modular construction. The source-texts are
available, just as an efficient compiler and assembler for the
iAPX-186 processor. When we want to use the UNIX system as LEX, we
will have to rewrite elementary actions, like inter-process
communication, synchronization and interrupt handling.

Inter-process communication, as it is implemented now is not fit
to serve in the LEX, because this communication is implemented via
software-signals. These signals are only evaluated at the state
transition from ready to running of the receiving task. This
causes a substancial delay time to the moment the signal is
'received'. During that delay other signals get lost.

Synchronization is organised in just a level-wise protection of
critical actions and some system-calls to implement an event
mechanism. We need fast response, achieved through the use of
semaphores. They provide us with specific protection and counting
synchronization.

Interrupts are a kernel-matter in UNIX. The LEX should be able to
link certain interrupts efficiently to specific procedures in
processes.

The architecture the executive will differ substancial from UNIX
when the development has its first results. It seems to be better
just to start from scratch and look at principles from UNIX we can
use, than the other way around. UNIX will not be considered.

2.2 The iRMX operating system

Intel supports its own processor production-lines with a real-time
executive called iRMX, available currently for the 80-line and the
86-line. Our design is based on the intel iAPX-186 processor, so
we can use the nucleus of either iRMX-86 (available now) or
iRMX-186 (announced) as an executive program. The two versions
will not differ in framework, but there is a substancial
execution-time reduction through the use of special iAPX-186
instructions (ENTER & LEAVE) and the use of the on-chip hardware
(dma, interrupt-controller and timer).

A novelty in this case is that iRMX is available in an integrated
form, much like a ROM. This can be a very convenient hardware
medium for implementation.
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A very striking difference between UNIX and iRMX is that the
latter was designed to be complete, not to be simple. iRMX is not
available to us in the form of source-texts, that makes it not
maintainable. Also, because of the completeness and the universal
approach, clearity seems to have suffered. Thi~ is obvious: the
more attributes one has to deal with simultanrously, the less one
will be able to understand and foresee all interactions between
them.

The interface of iR~~ has a structure that consists of
called objects. The interface between the user and these
has some interesting features. These are summarized in
section.

2.2.1 User interface of iR~~

elements
objects

the next

The iRl~-86 nucleus provides objects, to be seen as building
blocks, from which the system is constructed. The five types of
objects are: tasks, jobs, segments, mailboxes and semaphores. We
will go over the characteristics in the following sections.

Tasks and Jobs
These two types are closely connected to each other. Jobs
provide the environment tasks can work in. A task is the only
active object in the system and has a specific piece of work
to do, as specified in the instructions for the task, called
the program. The job owns the space for the code, data and
stack, as well as a group of additional objects to be used by
all tasks running under that job. Tasks must be placed in the
same job if they share many resources, have related purposes
or similar lifespans.
Tasks have several attributes. Priority is the one that
specifies the urgency of the task. The lower the value, the
higher the priority. Priorities for normal tasks are in the
range of 129 to 255, in this case all interrupt-levels are
enabled, and for interrupt-tasks the range spans 0 to 128. In
this case some levels are disabled, as defined by:

PMR = (T.priority - 1) / 16 - 1

PMR is the priority mask register of the system. interrupts of
a lower level (greater in value) are disabled whenever T is
the running task. The nucleus maintains this register.
Another attribute is the state. Possible task-states are:
running, ready, asleep, suspended and asleep-suspended. The
suspension-depth of the suspension is registrated.

Exchange ~illnagement

Exchanges facilitate intertask communication, synchronization
and mutual exclusion. There are two types of exchanges,
semaphores and mailboxes. The difference between the two is
that semaphores handle virtual units and mailboxes handle
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conditions in the system that
system routine not possible.
limit expired, no memory,

enabled interrupt-line can
a special (hardware)

careful with the register
but that of the running

messages. A message in iRMX consists of an object-token and a
response-token. Tasks can elect to wait on units or messages
for any length of time.

Memory Management
All occupied space is allocated in the form of segments.
Allocated segments are contained in the memory pool of the
tasks' job. A segment is a contiguous sequence of bytes, a
multiple of 16 bytes in size, starting at an address evenly
divisible by 16.

Object ~~nagement

Because of the system resources being distributed over the
jobs, the system provides a mechanism to locate objects that
have to be used by more than one job, called the catalog. In
the catalog objects can be connected to a symbolic name and be
accessed through this name by any job in the system.

Exception Handling
Exceptions within iRMX are all irregularities caused
internally in the system. They are divided into environmental
conditions and programmer errors. Both are handled independant
of the other, so the task can choose for either letting the
system handle the exceptions or specifying its own handler
routines in both cases. This choice is called the exception
mode.
The programmer errors are the errors that trigger an interrupt
in the processor, like zero divide and overflow, or are
erroneous calls to system-routines, like type mismatch, range
error and bad call.
The environmental conditions are
make execution of the active
Among these conditions are time
non-existing token.

Interrupt ~~nagement

Any external event, attached to an
invoke an interrupt-handler via
mechanism. This handler has to be
context, because it is not its own,
task at interrupt-time.
A handler has the choice of servicing the interrupt completely
or invoking an interrupt-task before it returns control to the
system. Interrupts can be disabled individually and some
levels are disabled dynamically in relation to the running
tasks' priority. (Refer to the section 'tasks and jobs').

System Calls
System calls are implemented as software-caused interrupts.
The type of interrupt, the contents of the accumulator and the
stack determine exactly which action is desired from the
kernel. Possible system calls are:
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1. Create or delete any object (10)
2. Suspend or resume any task (3)
3. Send or receive units or messages (4)
4. Get or store information about objects (6)
5. Get or set attributes of a task or segment (4)
6. Special calls for exceptions and interrupts (11)
Total: 38 system calls, average 3 parameters per call.

2.3 Other alternatives

Why just consider UNIX and iRMX as an executive? These two became
candidates, because they came forth directly from the global
system and the applied hardware. Another approach is to develop
our own system from scratch. This can have the profit of being
compact and dedicated, but it surely will have the drawback of
having no backup of knowledge nor guarantees about the executive's
safety other than our own programming disciplines. When choosing
to write our own LEX the issue is to keep it clear and simple to
maintain, with the effect of reducing the negative aspects of this
choise.

It is not recommendable to consider other wide-spread operating
systems for microcomputers as candidates, because of the lack of a
relation to the project. Profound study of literature has not
supplied us with well-documented results of project, comparable to
our UNIX-machine project. There are some projects that cover
aspects of ours, and all of them use UNIX or UNIX-based systems as
an executive. One article is worth to be mentioned in this
context:

By R.F. Rashid and G.G. Robertson;
"Accent: A communication oriented network operating system kernel"
Proceedings of the Eigth Symposium on Operating Systems Principles
[ACM-SIGOPS], december 1981, pp 64-75.

Accent does about the same as THE KUNix machine, the difference
between the two is that accent expects loosely connected
host-machines, each equipped with their own primary and secondary
store and the UNIX project has a design that is based on modules
having primary store and a specific application (which can be
secondary store, but the LEX cannot use that). All modules in the
project are principally completely independant of eachother.

If neither UNIX (stripped version) nor iRMX are to be considered
useful executives, the only reasonable alternative seems to be to
write our own system, using 'c' and assembly language. It may be
possible to use parts of other executives.

The use of C has the advantage that program-texts are structured,
yet produce a very efficient code. The combination of these two
aspects is hard to come by. C has proven to be a powerful
language, since UNIX was written in C.
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In this chapter the design of the LEX is evaluated. The concept of
the operating system is partly inspired by the user interface of
iR~~-86. Because the operating environment of the LEX is very
different from general real-time application environments, in the
sense that it is more strictly defined, the development of a
special purpose executive program seems to be justified. This
executive must be equal for all iAPX-186 modules in the project,
and through the special approach, the result can be smaller in
size, more efficient in execution and simpler in use.

3.1 Characteristics of the LEX

The abstract design of the new executive is discussed. The
core-image of the LEX will be a data segment, containing all
system information and a code segment, containing all system
routines. The first must be allocated in read/write space, the
latter may be allocated in read-only memory space.

The active objects in the system are the process and the handler.
Other object types will be the semaphore, the mailbox and the
segment. The handler object was defined to achieve a fast and easy
coupling between the occurence of an external interrupt and the
reaction to it. For all objects, the number of attributes must be
reduced to a minimum.

The system will be of static character. That means that, except
for segments, objects cannot be allocated or disposed of dynami
cally. The objects are defined at startup and a new startup is
needed to alter the configuration of the system. This startup
procedure is initiated by the GOS, so it can shape a LEX to its
needs at any time, but the shaping is destructive to the current
configuration. The effect is that all system tables can be static
arrays of fixed size.

The segment administration must be treated differently. Here the
choice is between using the free memory segments for the
administration or setting up a fixed size segment table in the
system data segment. The first solution will work, but needs
frequent data segment register swaps during the search for a free
segment of a certain size. For reason of efficiency, the second
solution seems to be the better choice, although the segment table
can overflow when the fragmentation factor of the free memory
space gets too high. The table has to be configured large enough,
so that this event will become very unlikely to occur, or at
overflow a shoveler process has to be activated.
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Semaphores are of the counting type and handle a unit at a time.
Mailboxes handle messages, one at a time. A message is a 32-bit
quantity, that can be interpreted by the envolved processes as a
vector or as a segment pointer to a segment. Receiving at a
semaphore or a mailbox takes place in a wait or no-wait mode,
selected by the caller through a parameter. If the wait mode was
selected and no unit or message is available, the process is
suspended until one is send by another task. If the no-wait mode
was selected, the system call returns an error value if the demand
cannot be fulfilled. Mailboxes have a fixed size (determined at
compile time), so a send operation on a mailbox can also cause the
process to wait for free space in the mailbox buffer. Free message
space is achieved by reads on the box. The size of the mailboxes
must be so big that statistically the chance of a wait period
after a vmail (send message) operation can be neglected.

Interrupts are serviced in a shell around the system routines, at
the same logical level as the processes, but with a higher
priority. Routines that service an interrupt are called handlers.
This mechanism is visualized in figure 2. A handler can only come
into action if it was attached and enabled prior to the occurence
of the interrupt. There are two types of handlers: one is an
indirectly activated handler. The hardware activates a routine
that first saves the volatile environment, next sets system
parameters and segment registers and finally jumps to the handler
code. Such a handler must be exited from through a special routine
to restore the system parameters and the volatile environment. The
other type is a directly activated handler. It gains in response
speed because control is switched directly to the handler by the
hardware, but the volatile environment is not saved.

J
I
I

SY~TEM HooE
I

PR.oCl:~c; MO£)E I INT6RR,OP'1'&t> MOO&'

"'taut...... ~ c .. s't's....~..
< • ~'f~ leo.ve • '>
MODE n<fl\oWS\TJOt-J RovT/kJES

·Inl:e...ie..~~~=======~~ ;"tR.-~••=~::::;.: ,.~=;=~~
-~(1\-,""""'~~~ )

Figure 2: The concept of processes and handlers
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A debugging facility is easily incorporated into the system as a
process, servicing a system console. It will contain three
handlers, one for the single step interrupt, one for the
breakpoint interrupt and one for the non-maskable interrupt. These
handlers invoke the special debug process, that must be able to
manipulate all system tables and give the operator a good view of
the total system's state.

What the LEX does typically is that it changes the single
processor environment to an environment where each process and
handler has its own virtual processor. The states of the processes
can be ready or blocked. The only time a process can progress on
its processor is when it is ready. The only time a handler can
progress on its processor is when the interrupt, to which it is
attached, has occurred and has been acknowledged. Processes may
never terminate, handlers must terminate after the interrupt has
been serviced. At any time, the object, executing on the physical
processor, is the handler that is servicing the highest priority
interrupt or, if no handlers are active, the highest priority
process in the ready state. Both processes and handlers can be
extended to manipulate objects into a system call. These calls
must be seen as global procedures for all processes. Figure 3
illustrates the different states of processes and handlers and the
state transitions that are possible.

BLOCJ<EP I READy -<

.... >

#-IAN DLER~ "

Figure 3: Different process and handler states
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To be able to write as much as possible from the total system in
C, the needed assembler parts have to provide for an efficient
interface between the hardware and C. The compiler used is the one
available under UNIX at the University of Nijmegen (KUN). The
compiler generates assembler text, which is passed on to a
separate assembler. There are six types of instructions the C
compiler cannot generate explicitely. When these instructions are
required to perform an action, this part of the program has to be
written in assembler. These six groups are:

1. Input and output instructions;
2. Interrupt handling instructions;
3. Stack manipulations instructions; *)
4. Segment register manipulations;
5. Inter-segment jumps and calls;
6. Some special instructions and prefixes.

These actions, that are restricted to assembler, need to be
avoided as much as possible by the structure of the LEX. The
points where C is strong at, (like pointer arithmetic and
structure references), should be used. Furthermore, in the design
of the LEX the C interface should be integrated. This means for
instance that all system call parameters will be passed on the
stack, none through registers and the return value is passed in
the accumulator.

*) Note that the C compiler can generate stack manipulations, but
only according to the procedure call protocol.

3.2.1 Adressing mechanism for variables

Every process has its own environment, as specified in its segment
registers (cs, ds, es, ss) and with an adressing capability of 64k
bytes per segment, with the option of indexing the address with
one or two dedicated registers (bx, bp, si, di). The processor
adds the segment registers to any address reference that is made.
Before adding, they are shifted four positions to the left (they
are multiplied by 16). The physical adress space is thus 1
megabyte in size, accessable through four windows (segment
registers) of 64k bytes. The type of memory reference determines
which window is used.

The C compiler allocates all variables in the data segment, auto
variables and procedure parameters in the stack segment. It is
needless to say that procedures are allocated in the code segment.
The extra segment is not used for variable allocation. Figure 4
gives some insight in the structure of allocated memory for a
process. Unlimited use of all C features require that the data,
extra and stack segment have the same value (point to the same
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segment), otherwise errors can occur in two cases: adressing of
variables through a pointer variable and assignments of structures
of a size greater than one word. Errors can occur because the
hardware and the C compiler differ in basic concept. The compiler
only recognizes code and data sections, but the iAPX-186 has the
data section separated into three parts (data, stack and extra
space). The two noted cases, combined with the allocation
mechanism, cause addressing ambiguaties.

Variables, accessed through a pointer variable, are always fetched
using the data segment, because the C compiler uses the bx
register for adressing in this case. It can be the case that the
pointer points to an auto variable (on the stack). Thus data and
stack segment should be in the same segment.

Assignments to structures, that are bigger than one word (16 bits)
in size, are handled using special string-instructions. The source
is always adressed through the data segment register, the
destination always through the extra segment register. Since this
applies to static and auto variables, the data, stack and extra
segment registers should all three point to the same segment.

part of physical memory map:

low •• •• high low •• ••high

II all process code II data free
space

stack II

If-
II =

code segment pointer.
memory areas not
to be used by this process.

~ data
~ stack
~ extra

segment pointer,
segment pointer,
segment pointer.

Figure 4: Memory segment usage

We can use the characteristics of these adressing methods to
explicitely manipulate variables that are located in different
segments. For example, if the data segment register points to a
global system data segment and the stack segment register points
to the stack of process HA, parameters of the last call of process
HA are adressable, just as all the system data that was declared
static. Both variable structures can be combined to perform a
system routine. This is the way all system calls operate.
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The iAPX-186 has eight general registers:
AX: is the general accumulator. After computing any arithmetic

expression or part thereof, ax contains the value of the
(sub)expression. Note that in pointer expressions the bx
register is used.

BX: is used as a pointer register. Pointer expressions are
evaluated using this register as an accumulator. Adressing
within structures is achieved through this register, except
when the expression is just a register variable, then the
adressing takes place using that register.

ex: is a counting register, used in iterations for block-moves.
(Memory to memory transports of more than one word).

DX: is an extension register for the accumulator in multiply and
divide instructions. It is used as bit 31 to 16 of a 32-bit
value.

BP: is the frame pointer to the current frame of parameters and
auto-variables for the current procedure (see the section
about procedure calls).

SP: is the stackpointer.
SI&
DI: are the two scratch registers of the processor, for variables

of the register storage class.

Between e statements the registers ax, bx, cx and dx are
considered scratch and need not be saved at procedure entries. The
compiler does not generate pushes and pops for these registers.
Sometimes the compiler generates instructions that use the si and
di registers implicitely. (Instructions to perform block moves).
In these cases the compiler sees to it that the contents of these
registers are saved during the block move operation.

3.2.3 Procedure calls

In e all procedures always return a value, because a procedure
call is taken to be an expression, not a statement. The return
value is placed in the proper register, as defined by the register
application rules in the previous section. Before calling a
procedure, the program pushes all parameters on the stack, the
last parameter first. Then the call is performed. Upon entry of
the procedure the two scratch registers (si, di) are saved on the
stack. The enter instruction is used to save the stack- and
framepointer registers (sp, bp) and allocate the auto storage
class variables for the procedure. Figure 5 illustrates this call
mechanism.

The return sequence is exactly opposite to the call sequence of
actions. Note that it is the responsibility of the caller to
update the stackpointer after a call. The compiler handles this of
cource, but when assembler and C are mixed, the assembler
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programmer should be aware of this rule. The reason for this is
that C allows procedures to have a variable number and size of
parameters. Calls are always intra segment. a C program cannot
execute code outside of its code segment without the help of
assembler procedures.

Call sequence:

push Pn
(sp)~

STACK:

Pn

Return sequence:
~(sp) add sp.<upd>

push P2
push PI
call <proc>
push si
push di
enter <aut>.O

(Instruction! direction)

(sp)~

(bp)~

(sp)~

P2
PI

ret addr
old si
old di
old bp
old sp

auto variables

~(sp) ret
~(sp) pop si

pop di
~(sp) leave

Note: sp & bp.
where given are
in effect after
the instruction
on the same line
is completed.

f

Figure 5: Stack image at a procedure call

3.3 Assembler for the iAPX-186

The C-compiler generates assembly lines that have be fed through
an assembler. This assembler can also accept source files that are
not originating from the compiler. However. the input format and
concept differ from the Intel asembler. because it is based on the
UNIX assembler for the PDP-II.

3.3.1 General information

Three kinds of code are recognized by the assembler: text, data
and bss. Text is the part that contains the execution codes (code
segment). data and bss are data spaces. They differ because the
data section contains the initialized data and the bss section the
uninitialized data. Both sections are allocated in the data space
of the process. The assumed values of the segment registers is an
equal value for the data. stack and extra segment registers. Care
has to be taken in addressing data when working with different
segments. because the assembler does no segment checking at all,
like the Intel assembler does (via the ASSUME directive). Because
there is no manual for the assembler. a summary of syntax and
semantics is given in Appendix A.
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The instruction set of the iAPX-186 supplies us with jump instruc
tions with 8 bit or 16 bit displacements. Conditional jumps are
only possible with an 8 bit displacement. The C-compiler assembler
has instructions that evaluate at assemble time to either a short
conditional jump or a short opposite conditional jump around a
regular unconditional jump instruction. The compiler uses these
instructions for conditional transfer control. The effect is that
always the most efficient version of the conditional jump is
taken.

For example, if the compiler generates:

bne 1123

this expands at assembly time to either:

jne

or otherwise:

1123 I if possible

je
jmp

1$:

1$
L123 I if label is too far
I continuation of process text
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This chapter will define the structure of the LEX at a logic level
in a strict way. The resulting program texts as they were used are
listed in appendix B.

4.1 Architecture of the LEX

The LEX is actually just a set of global system routines, that can
only get activated by interrupts. These interrupts can be divided
into three groups:

1. System Calls.
This group defines the interface between the processes and the
global procedure entries in the LEX. The entry/exit protocol
used is handled by the utilities "sysenter" and "sysleave".
Processing continues on the interrupted stack. System calls
must be seen as a controlled extension of the callers'
environment.
For this purpose vectors 32 to 95 are reserved and vectors 32
to 49 are currently in use.

2. External interrupts.
All interrupts controlled by the external or internal
interrupt controllers fall in this group. The entry/exit
protocol used is handled by the utilities "intenter" and
"intleave". Processing is continued on a special interrupt
stack. These interrupts must be seen as service processors for
external events.
For this purpose vectors 0 to 31 were reserved by Intel for
the internal interrupt controller and vectors 128 to 255 are
reserved by the system for external interrupt controller(s).
If one external Intel 8259 controller is used, the vectors
0-2, 8, 10-15, 18-19, 128-135 are used.

3. Reconfiguration and restarting interrupts.
The interrupts in this group represent the level above the
LEX. These may be used to help the initializer routine to do
its work. The vectors have no defined function in the LEX and
are not used by it. The vectors 96 to 127 may be used for this
group.

Before looking at program texts, the logical design of the LEX
must be evaluated. This design describes the different parts of
the system and the way they work together:

'Defines'
'Structures'
, Storage'
, Utili ties'
'System calls'

the constants envolved;
the layout of descriptors;
the declaration of identifiers;
functions, only called by the system;
the entry points for processes.
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These elements of the LEX define the structure and operation of
the total system in a nutshell, at a logical level. "C"-like
notation is used, because for the system this language is choosen
as the means of implementation. The definitions are split up and
given per object they relate to.

4.1.1 Processes

The active and never terminating objects in the system are
processes. TIley initiate all actions after the system was started,
in contrast with handlers, that cannot come into action if they
were not attached and enabled by a process first. Although a
process has a lower priority than handlers, they have absolute
control over them. Processes also have a certain priority. At any
time a process is executing on the system, this process is the
ready process with the highest priority (= lowest priority value).
If the process is blocked, it is waiting either on a unit at a
semaphore or on a message at a mailbox.
In the process descriptor a semaphore is contained that can be
used by the process to suspend itself. This suspension is used by
the debugger in the system, but can also be used by the process to
wait for a certain action in a passive way, for example, waiting
for a time out.
Processes are identified by the LEX as a stack image. The system
is not aware of the use of any other memory segments by the
process. The process stacks are used by the LEX to store the
processes volatile environments. At any time a process is not in
(physical) execution on the processor, the stack contains the
process environment at the top-of-stack position and the process
descriptor contains a valid pointer to that position.

Defines:
NPROC
READY
BLOCKED

Structures:
environm

longptr
genreg
segreg

pdesc
next
prioty
status
inque
stsave
su sem

(the number of processes)
(constant for the ready state)
(constant for the blocked state)

(the virtual extra system call parameter)
(register image, hardware dependant)
(a 32 bit pointer in intel format)
(the pointer value)
(the segment register value)
(the process descriptor)
(pointer to next process in queue)
(process priority)
(ready or waiting)
(pointer to the list waited in)
(saved stackpointer)
(suspension semaphore)
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Storage:

proctabl
ry_Iist
running
sys count
sys=mode

(code & data segment per process)
(array [NPROC] of process descriptors)
(pointer to the list of ready processes)
(pointer to the running process)
(counter for the number of system calls)
(system is in running or debugged mode)

sysleave()

dequeue(que)

pready(que)
prwai t(que)

Utilities:
newds(r) &
newes(r)
sysenter()

(assigns new value to ds or es register,
returning old value)

(saves the volatile environment, for entering
the system call environment)

(restarts the highest priority ready process,
complementary to the sysenter routine)

newsp(proc) (switch to the stack of process proc)
lock() unlock() (parenthesis routines for critical actions in

the system tables)
(the process *que will enter the ready state)
(the running process will enter the blocked
state, waiting in the queue *que)

(the process *que will be taken out of its
current queue)

putqueue(proc,que) (the process proc will be placed in the
queue *que, in order of priority.

System calls:
myprioty(pr)
proceed()

suspend()

(sets the processes priority to pr)
(switch over control to another ready process
with an equal priority)

(perform a p-operation on the processes
suspension semaphore)

4.1 .2 Exchanges

The means of communication and synchronization between processes
are the exchanges. Two kinds of exchanges are defined:

the (counting) semaphore and
the (fixed size FIFO) mailbox.

Mailbox messages are 32-bit values. they can be interpreted as a
vector or as a segment pointer. All system calls can be choosen to
return immediate. If a demand could not be fulfilled, an error is
returned. Also it is possible to specify that the process is
willing to wait. In this case no error messages are returned.

Defines:
NSEM
NMBOX
NMSG
WAIT

(the number of semaphores)
(the number of mailboxes)
(the number of messages in a mailbox)
(constant for the wait mode)
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NO WAIT
NO UNIT
NO MSG

Structures:
semaphore

first
value

message
hi & 10

mailbox
first
value
freept
readpt
box

Storage:
semtabl
mboxtabl

(constant for the no-wait mode)
(error constant for return value)
(error constant for return value)

(the semaphore descriptor)
(pointer to the blocked process queue)
(current semaphore value)
(the message structure)
(the two words a message consists of)
(the mailbox descriptor)
(pointer to the blocked process queue)
(current number of messages in the box)
(pointer to the first empty location)
(pointer to the oldest filled location)
(FIFO buffer, [NMSG] messages in size)

(array [NSEM] of semaphore descriptors)
(array [N~rnOX] of mailbox descriptors)

Utilities:
msg read(box,msg,ds reg) (read a message from a box)
msg=write(box,msg,ds_reg) (write a message to a box)

System calls:
p(sem,md) (p-operation on a semaphore *sem,

md determines if the process may wait)
v(sem) (v-operation on a semaphore)
r(sem,value) (reset of a semaphore to a value)
pmail(box,msg,md) (read operation from a mailbox,

md determines if the process may wait)
vmail(box,msg,md) (write operation to a mailbox, idem md)
rmail(box) (reset operation on a mailbox)

4.1.3 Memory segments

The objects for storage space are segments. These are the only
objects that can cause table space troubles, due to their dynamic
nature. In the system table all free segments are registrated.
Processes are responsible for the administration of the segments
that they have allocated.

Defines:
NSEG

NO MEM
NO TABL

(number of free segment table entries in
system table)

(error constant for return value)
(error constant for return value)
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Structures:
segptr

segsiz
segreg

Storage:
segtabl

(pointer to a memory segment)
(size of segment in blocks of 16 bytes)
(bits 19-4 of segment address (3-0 are zero)

(array [NSEG] of free segment administration)
(all free allocatable memory in the system)

System calls:
getseg(seg,siz) (request allocation of a segment *seg,

with a size of (siz*16) bytes)
dispseg(seg) (dispose segment seg)

4.1.4 Handlers

The handlers are to be seen as responses to external interrupts.
Each interrupt can be attached to a handler and each handler can
be enabled and disabled. Handlers can be attached directly or
indirectly. In the latter case the LEX automatically activates the
interrupt entry routine before the execution of the handler. A
call to the special "intret" system call is needed in this case to
activate the interrupt exit routine. The directly attached
handlers are more efficient in execution time, but can only be
coded with the aid of assembler and may only call three system
calls: "intv", "intds" and "intend". The indirectly attached
handlers may use all system features, at least in principle.

Defines:
NHAND
DIRECT
INDIRECT
ATT ERROR
ATT UNABLE
ctl read
ctl write

Structures:
inthandler

ipi
csi
dsi
att enab

Storage:
inttabl

int count

handtabl

(number of handlers in the system)
(constant for handler attachment)
(constant for handler attachment)
(error constant for return value)
(error constant for return value)
(define for special form of io read)
(define for special form of io=write)

(the interrupt handler descriptor)
(routine entry ip)
(routine code segment)
(routine data segment)
(attached and enabled flags)

(array [256] for translation of vectors to
interrupt routine entries)

(counter, the number of external interrupts
in service)

(array [NIUlliD] of interrupt handler routines)
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Utilities:
intenter()

intleave()

hand_ptr(vect)

io read(p)
io-write(p,w)
eol(vect)

(equivalent of sysenter() for external
interrupts only)

(equivalent of sysleave() for external
interrupts only)

(routine that converts vector numbers
to handler pointers)

(read a word from port p)
(write a word w to port p)
(send end of interrupt message to the
interrupt controller(s) for vector vect)

detach(vect)
enable(vect)
disable(vect)
intret(vect)
intend(vect)
intv(sem)
intds(vect)

System calls:
attach(vect,addr,md) (attach vector vect to interrupt routine

with entry *addr in the current code segment.
Type of routine is specified in typ)

(detach the current routine from vector vect)
(enable interrupt routine for vector vect)
(disable interrupt routine for vector vect)
(return from interrupt handler for vect)
(signal end of interrupt for vector vect)
(v-operation to be called by a handler)
(switch to the data segment as defined for
the vector vect)

4.2 System call protocol

Upon entry of a system call, the volatile environment is saved on
the stack, because if this is done, to the system call routine
(running in a C environment) it seems as if an extra structured
parameter was added to the parameter list. It was placed on the
stack last, so it is the first parameter. Through this structure
all registers of the process can be altered as if one would alter
a (value) parameter. In this case, the alteration has a lasting
effect, because the registers are restored upon return. The
structured parameter contains the stack image up to the second
parameter: 13 registers (all except ss) and a return pointer to
the (C) program code of the calling process. The LEX uses the
process stack to perform the system calls. The reason for doing so
is that the calling process, operating in a C-environment, will
pass the parameters for the calIon its own stack. To efficiently
access these parameters from the system routines no stack switch
is done. Parameters are now accessable just as easy as if the
system calls were activated as subroutines in their own
environment, instead of the call through two assembler routines
and an interrupt. System routines only use a controlled amount of
stack space. In the current system the worst case of stack use is
24 words. This places no special burden upon the process stack
sizes.
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The save processor environment comes forth out of a combination of
hardware and software actions. When calling a system routine, the
process places the system call parameters on the stack, calls an
assembler routine (return address on stack), that invokes an
interrupt (flags, cs and ip on stack) and the special interrupt
entry routine is called (ds and es on the stack, eight general
registers on the stack). All system routines return zero upon
correct termination, except where other possibilities are noted.
This is achieved by pre-setting the saved ax register contents to
zero and altering it when nescessary.

To understand the meaning of system calls within the system, one
should realize a few things. A system call as seen from the
callers point of view is nothing but a procedure call. Looking
from the systems point of view it means that a chain reaction of
effects may take place: a system call can cause system variables
(priorities, exchanges) to change, that can cause state
transitions or queue order changes. After any system call the
processor control should be switched to the process, first in the
ready list (this is at any moment the highest priority ready
process). If the system call was activated from a handler, the
control should be switched back to the handler after the call,
instead of returning to the process level. The number of
indirectly attached handlers in service is kept in the counter
"int-count". If a handler is in service, the processes cannot
proceed and thus surely the current system call was performed by a
handler. The return in this case is made without process
selection, execution continues on the same stack.

The mechanism explained in the last paragraph does not count
directly attached handlers. These handlers can only use three
special system calls: "intv", "intds" and "intend" to do their
actions. Handlers may not use other system routines and processes
may not use either of the three routines mentioned.

The system identifies a process by its descriptor in the system
data space. In that descriptor a pointer to the process stack can
be found. During a system call no processes are running (because
the system has the processor control), so that the first element
on every stack is the volatile environment of that process,
followed by the system call parameters, if any. In this state the
system can find the stack of each process and switch the processor
control to any process by changing to that stack and restore the
volatile environment. This mechanism is illustrated in appendix C.
Saving and restoring the environment is done by the system
utilities "sysenter" and "sysleave". How these routines come into
action automatically is explained in the section "interrupt
actions in detail".

Every system call has the effect of all 14 registers of the
processor being saved. This seems a waist of effort, because most
system routines only need a few registers, and in C context ax,
bx, cx and dx need not be saved, because they are considered to be
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scratch registers. By saving all registers anyway at all times,
there are some advantages:

1. a uniform system routine entry is created,
2. a fast general process switch is possible,
3. the (relatively fast) pusha instruction can be used,
4. the system is not limited to the use of any particular

compiler/assembler

Ad 2: If at forehand it is certain that the calling process cannot
get blocked and some registers will not be used by the system
routine, then indeed the entry and exit action do too much, by
saving the unused registers in this case also. In the concept of
the system however, the first part of the condition is hardly
certain for any call. The general solution: "prepare for a process
switch, just in case ••• " is applicable almost any system call and
in that light process switches are performed very quickly in all
cases.

Ad 4: Although the name of the project suggest that the total
system will operate under UNIX, it was never intended to block the
path for further developments and additional implementations of
other operating systems and compilers. The hardware and firmware
(where the LEX is a part of) must be able to support such
developments easily. The used version of the C-compiler, for
instance, treats the registers ax, bx, ex and dx as scratch
registers. At system calls, these need not be saved. Another
compiler may have other register usage conventions. The LEX has to
support them all and does so, it just requires that parameters are
passed on the stack and return values in the accumulator (ax/dx).

4.3 lmndler protocol

As mentioned before, there are two ways to couple interrupts to a
handler. The most efficient way is not to let the system interfere
with the handler. This type of handler is called the direct
coupled handler and it may perform only very short and simple
actions. In this case the system is not aware of the handler and
therefore it need not have any protocol to the systems side.

The indirectly coupled handlers differ from system calls in two
ways: they service external interrupts instead of software ones
and operate in the process data environment. To achieve this, two
routines have been included in the system: intenter and intleave,
related to sysenter and sysleave. They perform the same operations
on the interrupted stackframe, but also build a new stackframe in
a special handler stackspace.

The routine intenter first saves all registers and next checks if
it is interrupting a handler. If this is the case (int-count != 0)
the special handler stackspace is already in use and no change of
stack is necessary. Otherwise the current stackpointer has to be
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saved. If the handler is interrupting a system call, it has to
save the stackpointer in the sys-save variable, otherwise in the
applicable process descriptor. Sysleave performs the complementing
actions, initiating a process switch only if the handler
interrupted a process. All principally possible stack switches
caused by handlers are listed in appendix C.

Looking at handlers from the processes point of view, handlers are
fast processors, that can be allocated by a call to "attach". A
subroutine and the global data are passed on to the processor at
attachment, the stack that is used is a special interrupt service
stack. The processors can be enabled and disabled using system
calls.

4.4 Interrupt actions in detail

The basic information table concerning all interrupts is the
vector-table at physical memory address O. When an external
interrupt is acknowledged or an instruction causes an interrupt,
the next instruction executed will be the one pointed to in the
vector-table by the interrupt vector. The system distinguishes
three types of interrupts by their vectors:

1. vectors 32- 95 for system calls;
2. vectors 0- 31 for internal handlers &

128-255 for external handlers and
3. vectors 96-127 for reconfiguration interrupts.

The last type of interrupt is to create a new system, the routines
to handle these actions are no part of the LEX. The result of such
an interrupt has to be a completely initialized (new) LEX.

The instruction sequence, that is executed after the acknowledge
of any interrupt of one of the other two types, can be divided
into three parts:

1. an assembly entry part (sysenter, intenter),
2. a C routine (system call, handler text) and
3. an assembly exit part (sysleave, intleave).

Parts one and three define the protocol the interrupt operates
under. For both protocols two routines are available to do the
work: "sysenter" and "sysleave" for system calls, "intenter" and
"intleave" for handlers. The second part specifies the service the
interrupt requires. These actions are summarized in figure 6.
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<-interrupt
acknowledge

<-ret
service routine

<-ret[sysleave]/intret[intleave]
exit (3)

<-iret

process level

Figure 6: The control transfers during interrupt service

The instruction sequence pointed to in the vector-table starts
with a call to the applicable entry routine. This routine saves
all registers on the current stack, updates the system
administration and determines the new stack to be used. As a last
action it pushes the address of the exit routine on the stack and
restores its own return address. After the return instruction the
stack image is as if this part of code was called from the
instruction preceding the exit routine. From here a transfer is
done to the service routine
In the case of a system call the instruction used is a jump within
the same segment; the system call return will activate sysleave,
because its address was placed on the stack by sysenter.
In the case of a handler, the instruction used will be an inter
segment jump to the handlers code segment. The handler can be
written in C. Because C cannot generate inter-segment return
instructions, a special system call was included in the system to
provide this facility, combined with sending a specific end-of
interrupt command to the interrupt controller: the routine
"intret". This system call does not return to the handler, but to
the intleave instead, using the address on the stack that was
placed there by intenter.

Note that the image of the saved volatile environment is equal for
both protocols. This was done to be able to allow both sysleave
and intleave to perform process selection. This can have the
(highly desirable) effect that a process that gets unblocked by a
handler gets selected for processing by the handler exit routine,
if its priority is high enough. To give an example of how a system
call works, a call to the v-operation is analysed upto the entry
of the system C routine on the next page. The same is done for an
interrupt entry. The return routines are just the opposite actions
and a process selection, if applicable. Because of the
administration system, process selection is simple. The first
process in the ready list must be selected, the running pointer
must be updated to point to it and the stack segment and pointer
must be fetched from the process descriptor.
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THE DYNAMIC INSTRUCTION SEQUENCE OF THE ROUTINE "SYSENTER":
/* Comment texts supply information of system status at that

* phase of execution and the instructions that follow */

C-text assembler-text stack changes register changes
;============= ============= ================

v (sem); push sem
call v

/* The v-routine called here
* code segment, through the

v:

sp->sem
sp->ip2

is the one
linking of

ip = II v
allocated in the
"lexsupp.b" */

process

(34*4)
(34*4+2)

ip
cs

34int flags
ipl

sp->cs
/* From this moment on the process is in the system call, the

* code is the routine "a v" in the system code segment */

Ilsysenterip

ip fIl$
jump if so */
bx = _running

bp sp
ax ds
ax ip(*)

ds register
placed in ax * /

ax 0
ds 0

sp->ip(*)

ax 0
(to be saved by pusha) */

sp->es
sp->8 gen.regs

a v:
call sysenter

sysente r:
mov ax,O

/* Set standard return value
push es
pusha
inc sys count

/* Let the system know a call is in progress */
mov bp,sp
mov ax,ds
xchg ax,18(bp)

/* The trick is that the current value of the
* replaces the return pointer ip(*), that is

mov ax,O
mov dS,ax
cmp _int_count,O
jnz 1$

/* test if the system was already interrupted,
mov bx, running
mov 8(bx), sp
mov 10( bx), ss

/* At this point the stackpointer and -segment is saved in the
* process descriptor of the running process. Its environment
* is completely saved at this moment */

push #sysleave sp->#sysleave
push ax sp->ip(*)

/* Now all the work is done, the system data segment is entered
* and the ip(*) pointer is the top of stack again */

sti
ret sp->#sysleave ip = ip(*)
call v sp->ipO ip = #_v

/* The routine v in this case is the routine in the system data
* segment. because the stack was extended in the mean time, it
* is as if an extra parameter was added to the sem parameter */

v (env, sem)_v:
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THE DYNAHIC INSTRUCTION SEQUENCE OF THE ROUTINE "INTENTER":

C-text assembler-text stack changes register changes
============== ============= ================

pointed
been

o

o

ip(*)

#SS INT

(129*4)
( 129*4+2)

bx = _running

ip
cs

ip = Ilintenter

ds

sp

ip

bp sp
ax ds
ax ip(*)

ds register
placed in ax */

segment is entered
again */

ss
sp->llintleave

sp->ip(*)

sp->es
sp->8 gen. regs

flags
ipl

sp- >cs
handler is entered, the routine
a_picOl in the handler data segment */

129>

sp->llintleave
ax,8*HANDSZ+_handtabl+4
ds,ax
@8*HANDSZ+ handtabIjmpi

mov
mov

(int

ds
ip
cs =

/* Now the control is switched over to the routine that is
* to in the handler structure, after the data segment has
* set accordingly */

/* Now all
* and the

/* From this moment on the
* executed is the routine

a_picOl :
call intenter

intenter:
push es
pusha
mov bp,sp
mov aX,ds
xchg ax,18(bp)

/* The trick is that the current value of the
* replaces the return pointer ip(*), that is

mov cx,O
mov ds, cx
cmp _int_count ,0
jne 1$ ip #1$

/* Test if the system was already interrupted, jump if so */
cmp _sys_count,O
je 2$

/* Test if the system was in a system call, jump if not.
* In this case, the jump is taken */

2$: mov bx, running
mov 8(bx) , sp
mov 10(bx),ss

/* At this point the stackpointer and -segment is saved in the
* process descriptor of the running process. Its environment
* is completely saved at this moment */

mov sP,O
mov cx,IISS_INT
mov ss,cx
push #intleave
inc int count
push ax sp->ip(*)

the work is done, the system data
ip(*) pointer is the top of stack

sti
ret
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The state transitions of a handler cause changes in the mask
register of the applicable interrupt controller. Generally, the
mask bit for a specific interrupt is set whenever its handler is
detached or attached, but disabled and reset only when the handler
is attached and enabled.

To a process, attachment means that it may control the handler,
enable and disable it whenever it nedds to do so. If the handler
is not required anymore, it can be detached and it is free to be
used by other processes. It is the responsibility of the process
to detach a handler in the disabled state.

Handler state:
1. detached
2. attached, disabled
3. attached, enabled
Possible transitions: 1

Mask bi t:
set
set
reset
-) 2 -) 3 -) 2 -) 1.

4.5.1 Timers: a special case

The internal timers in the iAPX-186 have a common connection to
the interrupt controller. It is only possible to mask out all
three timers at once, not one timer specifically. This makes the
enable and disable actions for timers more complicated. An
alternative is to use the inhibit bits in the timer control
registers. When a timer is in use, it is not desirable to
manipulate those bits, because it can have the effect of
cancelling an interrupt instead of postponing it. The mask bit is
the only bit to be manipulated if the handler is attached. Thus
the general solution cannot be implemented for the timers, because
neither the mask bit nor the inhibit bits achieve the desired
effects. Through adjustment of the general case and combination of
usage of the control bits a useful operation can be defined.

The inhibit bit is initially set and may be reset by the process
after attachment of a handler. Before a call to detach it should
be set again by the process. In this way, the interrupt controller
does not "see" interrupts from detached timers for sure. It is not
allowed to notice interrupts from attached but disabled timers.
For this case, the mask bit is used. A drawback is that other,
possibly enabled, timers get disabled also, but that is just some
loss of response time if the duration of disabled periods is kept
as short as possible. After attachment timers are enabled, because
of the setting of the mask bit and it is the processes respon
sibility that it is left in the enabled, inhibited state before
detachment.
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Handler state: Mask bit: Inhibit bit *)
1. detached reset set
2. attached, disabled set reset
3. attached, enabled reset reset
Possible state transitions: 1 -) 3 -) 2 -) 3 -) 1.
*) The mask bit of the controller is set to the result of

the logical or of the settings for each separate timer.

Through this approach, working with timers gets a
complicated than working with other peripherals,
sufficiently independant control of the three timers is
if the disabled periods are kept as short as possible.

bit more
but a

possible,
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To design an application, based on the LEX as an executive
program, knowledge of the architecture alone is not sufficient.
TIle implementors of an application must realize that they must be
careful when using some constructs, but that other constructs are
to be encouraged. In this chapter some helpful hints are given and
the system is described from the programmers point of view.

5.1 System calls

Hereafter a description is given of all the system calls available
in the LEX. All system calls can be called from processes and
handlers, with a few exceptions. These are noted in the
description of that call. When called from a handler some system
calls act differently. Error constants and parameter constants,
referred to in the descriptions, are constants that are defined in
the development file "structs.h" (Appendix B). The vector given at
each system call is the internal interrupt vector. This vector is
significant for activating system routines from an assembler
source file.

All system routines may be called from processes or indirectly
attached handlers, except where noted otherwise. The usage
permission for handlers does not imply that it is good programming
discipline to call those system routines all freely. Typical to be
called by handlers are "v", "vmail", "disable", "intret", "intv",
"intds" and "intend".

NULLSYS () [vector=32]
The nullsys call does exactly nothing. Not even the
environment of the caller is saved. It was included in the
system to have a defined routine to which all unused interrupt
vectors can point at. Thus this routine is executed whenever
an interrupt is acknowledged with a vector that was not
allocated in the system.

PROCEED () [vector=39]
The proceeed call implements a round-robin facility in the
LEX. Among a group of equal priority processes, control is
switched over to the next one of this group in the ready list.
Remember that this mechanism only operates on processes of
equal priority, because at all times the highest priority
ready process is running on the processor. Only when there are
several processes of the highest priority, this call can
switch control. It is only needed to include this call in the
process text if a set of high priority processes operates in
the system, that do not call blocking system calls too often.
The progress of other processes of equal priority can get
behind in such systems.
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If this routine is called from a handler, the effect is as if
the interrupted process called "proceed".

MYPRIOTY (pr) [vector=40]
int pr;
To inspect or alter the priority of a process, myprioty has to
be called. If the parameter pr is not equal to zero, the
priority will be set to pro In all cases, the call will return
the priority in effect after the call. If the routine is
called from a handler, the
If this routine is called from a handler, the effect is as if
the interrupted process called "myprioty".

SUSPEND () [vector=50]
If called from a process, this call is exactly the same as
calling p(&proc-> su sem, WAIT), where proc is a pointer to
the processes suspension semaphore in its descriptor. Calling
this routine from a handler is an efficient way to suspend the
interrupted process. That can be used by the debugger. The
process can be awakened by a v(&proc-> su_sem) call.

P (sem, md) [vector=33]
struct semaphore *sem;
int md;
On the counting semaphore a p-operation can be performed. This
call has three possible outcomes:
1. If the value of the semaphore is positive, it is
decremented by one and the process or handler continues.
2. If the value of the semaphore is zero and the md parameter
is specified as WAIT, the calling process is blocked, awaiting
a v-operation on the semaphore by another process or handler.
3. If the value of the semaphore is zero and the md parameter
is specified as NO WAIT, the caller is notified of this event,
the call will return an error message of NO UNITS.
The value of the md parameter is only significant when calling
p from a process. If the routine is called from a handler,
operation will be as if (md == NO_WAIT).

V (sem) [vector=34]
struct semaphore *sem;
The v-operation on a semaphore is the counterpart of the
p-operation. If a process is waiting on the specified
semaphore, the highest priority waiting process gets
unblocked. Otherwise the value of the semaphore is incremented
by one.

R (sem, val) [vector=48]
struct semaphore *sem;
int val;
The r-operation on a semaphore resets the semaphore value to
the value of the val parameter. Any processes that are waiting
on this semaphore are unblocked.
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PMAIL (mbox, msg, md) [vector=35]
struct mailbox *mbox;
struct message *msgj
int md;
For mailboxes the pmail operation is the equivalent of the
p-operation. In this case no virtual units are handled, but
real 32-bit messages. If a message is available, it will be
passed on to the process, to the location *msg in its
data-segment. Directly after reading the message, the highest
priority process waiting to write to the mailbox, if any, may
do so. If no message is available, the caller has the option
of waiting on a message (md == WAIT) or returning immediately
with a NO ~lSG error message (md == NO WAIT). Also see the
remark in the description of the p system call.

VMAIL (mbox, msg, md) [vector=36]
struct mailbox *mboxj
struct message *msgj
int mdj
the vmail routine is the equivalent of the v-operation, with
one exception: the write-action has a condition for failure,
because a fixed size FIFO queue was used in the implementation
of mailboxes. The mailbox can be full before the vmail routine
was called. If message space is available, the message *msg in
the data-segment of the caller will be copied to the mailbox
queue. Directly after this action, the highest priority
process waiting to read from the mailbox, if any, may do so.
If no message space is available, the caller has the option of
waiting for free space (md == WAIT) or return with an error
message NO MSG (md == NO WAIT). Also see the remark in the
decription-of the p system call.

RMAIL (mbox) [vector=49]
struct mailbox *mboxj
The rmail operation forces the specified mailbox in a defined
state: the message buffer is flushed and any processes waiting
to read from or write to the box are unblocked. Processes
waiting to read all receive an all-zero message.

GETSEG (seg, siz) [vector=37]
struct segptr *segj
int sizj
To be able to obtain exclusive control over a segment of
memory, the getseg call was included in the system. Memory is
allocated in partitions of 16 bytes. The size must specify the
number of these partitions that are required in the segment.
If the memory is available, the segment *seg in the process
data-segment is set to point to it, otherwise the error
message NO_HEM is returned.

DISPSEG (seg) [vector=38]
struct segptr segj
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It is the responsibility of processes to dispose of segments
after use. The system does no checking for supplying faulty
segment pointers at all. Normally the dispseg call will
succeed, but there is a possibility of an overflow in the
system segment table. In this case an error message NO TABLE
is returned. This is a system failure, but the action to this
failure must be taken by the process. If the system table is
configured large enough, this event can be considered to be
unlikely enough.

ATTACH (vect, addr, md) [vector=41]
int vect, (*addr)(), md;
By this routine a handler is attached to an interrupt. A
virtual processor is created that will execute the routine
*addr every time the interrupt with vector vect is
acknowledged. The code- and data-segment in effect at the call
to this routine are copied and loaded at the start of
execution of the handler. The state of the interrupt after the
attach is disabled, except for timer interrupts (refer to the
next section).
The md parameter determines the attachment mechanism. The
characteristics of directly and indirectly attached handlers
are listed in the section "writing the program texts". In
relation to system routines it is important to note that
indirectly attached handlers must exit calling "intret",
directly attached ones must call "intend" during execution and
may call "intds" and "intv".
The routine attach returns an ATT UNABLE message if vect does
not represent an attachable vector and it returns an ATT ERROR
message if vect represents a vector that is already attached
to a handle r.

DETACH (vect) [vector=42]
int vect;
To detach a handler from an interrupt vector, this call should
be used. Calls to detached vectors are allowed. Detach assures
the caller that the interrupt will be left in the detached
state. The call will return an ATT UNABLE message if vect does
not represent an attachable vector.

ENABLE (vect) [vector=43]
int vect;
After a call to enable, the interrupts for vector vect are
enabled to interrupt the processor. An exception must be made
for timer interrupts, refer to the section "interrupt mask
settings". The call will return an ATT UNABLE message if vect
does not represent an attachable vector and it will return
ATT_ERROR if vect represents a detached vector.

DISABLE (vect) [vector=44]
int vect;
After a call to detach, the interrupts for vector vect are
disabled to interrupt the processor. The call can return the
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INTEND (vect) [vector=45]
int vect;
To notify the hardware of an end-of-interrupt, a special
message has to be send to the interrupt controller. This
routine should be called from directly coupled handlers (see
attach) before the handler will cease.
*Usage: only by handlers.

INTRET (vect) [vector=46]
int vect;
A call to this routine combines the work of "intend" with a
return from an indirectly attached handler. This routine must
be used to exit the handler, for it activates the counterpart
of the entry routine, that was automatically activated before
entry.

INTV (sem) [vector=51]
Usage: only by indirectly attached handlers.
struct semaphore *sem;
This routine may be called from a handler. It does the same
action as the v-routine, but has a special call protocol.
Usage: only by directly attached handlers.

INTDS (vect) [vector=47]
int vect;
To be able to switch to the data-segment of the prrocess
during the execution of a directly attached handler, this call
was implemented.
Usage: only by directly attached handlers.

5.2 Usage of the system calls

In the previous section the strict rules for calling system
routines were given. This section will evaluate the intended use
of the system.

The LEX is interrupt driven. That has the effect that the running
process can only be switched during interrupt service. Interrupts
can be caused by hardware (external or internal peripherals) or
software (system calls). The LEX will postpone process switches as
long as possible. There are three reasons for a process switch:
- the running process has blocked itself by calling a system
routine that can cause that: p, pmail, vmail, suspend;
- another process was unlbocked through a call to v, vmail, pmail
or intv and it has a higher priority than the running process;
- the running process calls proceed or myprioty, these two calls
cause a process selection.
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Semaphores are an efficient means for communication and
synchronization. The p- and v-operations of Dijkstra are
implemented and semaphores can be initialized to a certain value
using an r-operation. The LEX allows p-operations to be performed
with a "no wait" option. The caller is notified of the shortage of
units at the semaphore if there is. This is the mode handlers will
operate in automatically.

Sometimes more that just an abstract unit needs to be passed. For
this purpose FIFO buffers are used, called "mailboxes". To receive
a message a pmail-operation must be used and to send one a vmail
operation. Both calls can get blocked on their action, due to an
empty or full buffer. Callers have the option of not waiting in
those cases. Readers of mailboxes are the ones to interpret
messages, the system just passes the values. Messages that can be
coded using 32 bits can be sent directly, longer messages have to
be written into a segment of memory and a pointer to that segment
(32 bits in size) has to be sent to the mailbox. The routines "r"
and "rmail" were intended to flush out any units or messages, not
processes waiting on them, but resetting a semaphore or a mailbox
can have the effect of resuming processes that were blocked on
that exchange. They are continued without an error notice, in the
case of mailboxes receiving a complete nill message. No error
notice is given in this case, because processes that elected to
wait do not want to inspect the return value of the call, merely
the event of the return should be enough information. Furthermore
is the need of resetting an exchange where processes are waiting
on at that moment a sign of a waek design.

Segments of memory can be allocated in units of 16 bytes. A call
to "getseg" achieves this (provided memory is available).
"dispseg" must be called if the segment is not needed anymore. The
system just administrates free memory, it does not keep track of
allocated segments. The processes using segments should take care
of that. Segments may be passed between processes freely. For this
purpose messages can be used. In the current implementation
"dispseg" is the only system routine that can cause the system to
fail. If memory gets segmented too much the segment table will
overflow. A better algorithm is to use the segments causing the
overflow as a temporary administration to be able to keep track of
them as long as the "flood" holds on.

Handlers are manipulated by the system routines "attach",
"detach", "enable" and "disable". A process can connect a routine
in its own code segment to an interrupt. The handlers can use the
process data segment that was in effect at attachment. Handlers
can be attached directly or indirectly. Directly attached handlers
should only be used if the interrupt it will service needs a very
fast response. The images of handlers are:
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Indirect: attach (VECT, handler1, INDIRECT);

handler 10
{ <local declarations>;

<interrupt service, using any system routine>;
intret (VECT); /* to exit handler */

}

Direct: attach (VECT, handler2, DIRECT);

I (dummy)
lintds vect47

sp,*4

!fVECTpush
push ax
int
add

I alternative is:
I
I
I

service>;I <interrupt

handler 2( )
{ <save registers>;

intds (VECT);/* only needed if process data is used */
<interrupt service, using intv if needed>;
intend (VECT); /* to send end-of-interrupt cmd */
<restore registers>;
return <from interrupt>;

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I }
handler2:

I <save registers>;
push ax
push bx
push ds
I intds (VECT);
push !tVECT
call intds
add sp,*2

I intend (VECT);
push #VECT I or alternative •••
call intend
add sp,*2
I <restore registers>;
pop ds
pop bx
pop ax
I return <from interrupt>;
iret
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A PDP-11/70 at the university in Nijmegen was used as a
development system for all programs related to the LEX. The total
executive deals with memory spaces bigger that 64k bytes in size.
UNIX and its C-compiler handle "text" and "data" segments upto 64k
bytes in size fine, but bigger segments cannot be linked together
nor compiled. Normally, for an application in UNIX environment,
64k bytes is enough, in this case it is not. The size of the LEX
code- and data-segment are less and all processes are most
probably smaller in size also. This gives the implementors the
possibility of compiling, assembling and linking the LEX and all
processes into separate "load-modules". A load-module in UNIX is
the memory image of a process to be run under UNIX, split up into
three parts: program code (called "text"), initialized global data
space (called "data") and uninitialized global data space (called
"bss"). The stack space will be added at execution and the module
may also contain extra symbol information. The result that can be
produced using standard tools is a set of load-modules. Desired is
an image of the initial memory contents of the application module.
Such an image can be split up into two parts: the "rom-image",
which will be located in the module's read-only space (addresses
FOOOOHex-FFFFFHex) and the "ram-image", which will be located in
the module's read/write space (from address O-up). A utility has
to be implemented that can produce the ram and rom images by
combining the information in all the load modules. A proposal for
such a utility is made in the section "the combine utility".

All actions that are needed to produce a LEX can be defined using
a "Hakefile" and the UNIX "make" facilities. A proposal for such a
file is included in appendix B, together with all the sourcefiles
of the LEX:

"lexdecl.a86", all system declarations;
"lexkern.a86", all system code that was written in assembler;
"lexcall.c", all system calls;
"lexutil.c", the utilities used by the system calls;
"lexsupp.a86", the process interface text;
"foollint.c", a substitute for "lexkern.a86" for "lint";
"structs.h", the declaration of all constants and structures;
"sysdata.h", the declaration of all system variables";
"Hakefile", the definition of the "make" commands.
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Globally the steps to be taken to prepare an application are:

1. compile the files "lexcall.c" and "lexutil.c";
2. assemble the files "lexdecl.a86" and "lexkern.a86";
3. link all object modules, producing "lex.out";
4. compile, assemble and link each process and "lexsupp.b",

producing a "pX.out" module;
5. combine all modules into "lex. rom" and "lex. ram";
6. Install a new ROM if "lex. rom" has changed;
7. Download "lex.ram" in the module memory after a reset;
8. Initialize the system.

This chapter will describe all steps in more detail and will list
some possible algorithms to achieve it.

6.1 Preparation of an application

To design and implement an application for the LEX, three
development files may be of help: "structs.h", "lexsupp.b" and
"lexlint.c". The file "structs.h" defines all structures and
constants needed to write C programs that use the system. In
"lexsupp.b" the interface texts for system calls are contained.
This interface module should be linked to the object module of
each process. The file "lexlint.c" is an auxilary file to supply
the "lint" program checker with the information of the interface
routines in the file "lexsupp.b".

The first step to be taken when designing the software for an
application control-module, is to determine the number of objects
needed. Each object has to be numbered per kind (process,
semaphore, mailbox, handler). The system itself requires that some
handlers are allocated and the debug process will need a process
descriptor and a mailbox (refer to the section "notes on
debugging"). The list given below is a system supplied list of
objects. These handler descriptors are allocated because the
peripherals they control are always included in the system and the
special mapping of the vectors requires special handling in the
LEX. All handlers are detached initially and must be attached by a
process before they can be used. The handlers 0-2 represent three
debugging events and are the only handlers that come into action
by software causes.
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Process 0: the debugger,
Mailbox 0: used by the debugger and its handlers,
Handler 0: for non-maskable interrupts [vector=2],
Handler 1: for single step interrupts [vector=l],
Handler 2: for breakpoint interrupts [vector=3],
Handler 3: for timerO [vector=8],
Handler 4: for timer1 [vector=18],
Handler 5: for timer2 [vector=19],
Handler 6: for dma channel 0 [vector=10],
Handler 7: for dma channell [vector=ll],
Handler 8: for external interrupt 0 [vector=12],
Handler 9: for external interrupt 1 [vector=13],
Handler10: for external interrupt 2 [vector=14],
Handler11: for external interrupt 3 [vector=15].

The needed objects must be added to this list and the number of
objects must be specified in the system file "lexdecl.a86". Two
system tuning parameters must also be set in this file and the
file "structs.h": the values for NSEG and NMSG. These two
constants represent the maximum number of segment entries in the
system table and the maximum number of messages in the FIFO
message queue of each mailbox. If the tuning parameters are
changed, or any of the structure sizes, the rom memory image of
the system changes. A new rom image has to be installed in these
cases. Setting these values incorrectly will produce a faulty
system. The vector numbers that are allocated for handlers 12 and
up are the vectors 128 and up.

The system uses pointer references to objects instead of indexed
references, because the latter would imply conversion of the index
to a pointer at every reference. The system does not perform any
type-checking on any parameter provided to it. It is the task of
the implementors of an application to design the processes to be
save and correct at this point.

6.1.1 Writing the program texts

Every process and the handlers it controls will be contained in
one load-module, to be able to solve all the link references. The
program text to produce such a module consists of a part written
in C and a part written in assembler. Either part may be empty,
but there has to be one "main" routine ("main" in C or "main" in
assembler). Handlers can be included in the module just as if they
were routines in the program. There are some rules processes and
handlers have to comply to:

Processes:
- may not end;

may use all system calls, except intend, intds and intv;
may not call the p-routine for a suspension semaphore of
another process (the semaphore su sem in the process desc).
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Indirectly Attached Handlers:
- may use all system calls, also intend, intds and intv;
- may not make references to the extra segment (no assignments

to structures of a size greater than one word);
- may not use pointer expressions referring to stack variables

(use only varable names to refer to auto indentifiers,
otherwise the pointer will address the data-segment);

- must call the intret system routine to exit (instead of the
return statement in C);

- may also be called directly from the process (because in
this case the call to intret is a no-operation).

Directly Attached Handlers:
- must save any registers before use;
- must restore them before exiting;
- must keep interrupts disabled;
- may only use the intend, intds and intv system calls;
- must call intend once to signal the hardware;
- must limit execution time and stack use to a minimum;
- must exit using the assembler iret instruction.

In general the appearance of a compilation unit is:

II include "structs. h"
/* declaration of global static identifiers */
main (argLEX)
/* The argLEX parameter is discussed in the section
* "the combine utility" */

struct layout argLEX;
{ /* declaration of local auto identifiers */

initialize( ) ;
while (TRUE)
{ /* repetitive process actions */
}

}

initialize( )
{ int (*handler1)(), (*handler2)();

attach (132, handler1, INDIRECT);
attach (133, handler2, DIRECT);
/* other initialization actions */
enable (132);
enable (133);

}

handlerl( )
{ /* declaration of local auto identifiers */

/* interrupt service actions */
intret (132); /* example vector */

}
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handler2:
push
push
push
push
call
add

push

call
add
pop
pop
pop
iret

ax
ds
bx
tl133
intds

sp,*2

tl133

intend
sp,*2
bx
ds
ax

handler 2()
{ <save registers>;

intds (133);

<handler actions, using
global data, ax & bx>

indend (133);

<restore registers>;

return <from interrupt>;

In this example the general parts can be recognized easily and
speak for themselves, if one knows the C programming language. In
Appendix D some examples of processes are given to illustrate
possible uses of the LEX as an executive.

6.1.2 Predefined structures and utilities

The include file "structs.h" defines all structures that are used
in the system. These structure declarations can be used to declare
pointers to system objects and to compute the values of these
pointers.

In addition to the system call interface, the module "lexsupp.b"
also contains some handy utilities. These utilities perform simple
tasks that cannot be achieved using C-statements:

newds (r) unsigned r;
sets the data-segment to value r and returns its old value,
that can be used to switch back to the old data-segment.

newes (r) unsigned r;
does the same operation for the extra segment.

io write (p,r) int p,r;
writes the word r to the port p and returns r.

io read (p) int p;
- reads a word from the port p and returns it.
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At this point in the development of an application there is a set
of files containing program texts for processes. These can be
compiled and assembled by the UNIX statement:
cc86 -186 -i -0 -0 pX.out <C files> <as files> lexsupp.b

where:
-186 is the flag to generate code for the iAPX-186,
-i to separate text and data spaces,
-0 to optimize the compiler output,
-0 pX.out (with X the process number) to generate an output

module by that name
This command will compile the source files (with suffix .c),
assemble all source files (with suffix .a86) and link them all
together, including the interface support module "lexsupp.b".

The next step is to transfer the LEX and its processes into a
memory image. This may require a compilation of the sources of the
LEX, if they were updated, and a combination of all object modules
into the memory image. The rom memory image will not change if the
constants NSEG and NMSG are not changed, so a universal rom image
can be used over and over for several systems. The rom image is
the code part of the object module "lex.out". The ram image will
also be produced by that combiner. The final result is two files
that represent the total memory of the system: "lex. rom" and
"lex. ram". All these actions are taken by the "Makefile" in the
system when a "make" command is issued. other possible make
commands are: "make print", to print the system files that have
been updated since the last print and "make lint", to let lint
inspect the system source files. In Appendix E all system
construction steps are visualized.

6.1.4 The combine utility

The "make" command, mentioned in the preceding section uses a
special utility to combine all modules. This utility is not
developed yet. It is a program that should be able to combine all
the information contained in the "lex.out" module and all the
process modules into two memory images: "lex. rom" and "lex. ram".
These memory images must be loaded into the application module at
initialization. The rom part can be entered in a read-only memory
bank. The ram starts at physical address 0 and the rom must end at
the physical address FFFFFHex.

The utility should be able to read object modules: know where to
find the text- and data-sizes and their contents. Because all
modules represent totally linked units, all that has to be done is
that two output files have to be created by the name of "lex. rom"
and "lex.ram". The first file must contain the text-part of
"lex.out", the second in order: the data-part of "lex.out" and the
text-, data- and bss-parts of all processes. It has to compute the
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complete size of the second file in bytes and store this size in
the file itself in the sstart field of the layout structure sys_Io
(at addres s 200Hex).

The combiner has to allocate stack for all the processes and the
system interrupt stack. The sizes of these stacks can best be
estimated by the implementors of the system themselves. To be able
to make an estimate, one should know that, worst case, a process
can get interrupted during a system call, using 24+16 (system call
+ environment) words of stack. These 40 words must be available at
the entry of a system routine (excluding parameters). At all times
16 words should be free, to allow for interrupts. Making an
estimate for the interrupt stack is more difficult, it depends on
the usage handlers have and the worst case interruption sequence.

Each process stack can be initialized with a parameter to allow
processes to determine the physical layout of the LEX. This is a
quasi dynamic solution to the problem of how processes must
address system data structures. The "argLEX" parameter, used in
examples, is a copy of the system layout structure "sys_Io".
C-expressions that evaluate to compile-time constants can be used
to allocate all objects. For instance: the pointer "argLEX.semO"
points to semaphore 0, the expression "argLEX.sem0+3" to semaphore
3 •

6.2 Initializing the system

This section describes how, from a file "lex. ram" and a loaded rom
in the module, the complete module is to be loaded. this procedure
is just a proposal, because this initialization step is highly
hardware dependant.

Upon reset of the module, code is executed at location FFFFOHex.
here a inter-segment jump must be performed to an initialization
routine, that must fill the low memory bank or waits until some
other processor has done so. The last solution is the simpler. It
requires that the master module is already initialized. Through
the VME-bus it fills the memory space with the contents of the
file "lex.ram". At this point all memory of the module is ready
for action. The action has to start by an interrupt.

The actions that have to be performed to make the module run are
basically the initialization of the hardware and system variables:

1. Initialize all hardware as required. The external interrupt
controller that is connected to the intO and intaO pins has to
be programmed to generate vectors from 128 upto 135. the LEX
requires this for correct handling of interrupts. All external
interrupts must be masked initially.
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2. Initialize all system objects:
- processes must be ready, priority 64 (proposed);
- semaphores must have an empty queue and a value 0;
- mailboxes idem, and must also have the free and read
pointers set to the begin of the box buffer;
- the segment table has to be initialized to show that all not
initially filled ram memory space is free. One segment must be
entered, starting at sys_lo.sstart and having a size upto the
highest ram location. This location can be found dynamically
through testing. The second segment in the table has to be set
to nills;
- handlers must all be set to detached and all not allocated
interrupt vectors in the system have to be set to "nullsys".

3. Build the system ry list by inserting all processes, set all
system identifiers correctly (int count=O, sys count=1) and
jump to the routine sysleave~ Sysleave will decrement
sys count and so enter process level. The higest priority
process will be selected and execution will start.

From this moment on, the module is running, allowing all processes
to do their own initialization work and get into their repetative
part of their work. All handlers must be attached and enabled by
processes, including handlers 0, 1 and 2 of the debugger.

6.3 Notes on debugging

To be able to debug the system, a master debugger has to be
included in the system. This debugger is partly realized at this
moment, as a separate development, but has not been implemented
yet. When the system is running and a process has to be debugged,
basically the actions needed are the same, but in this case the
debugger can be seen as a process among processes. these two
states are called the supervisor mode and the process mode of the
debugger.

There are some big differences between the two debugger states. In
the supervisor mode the system control is stopped and turned over
to the debugger. No action in the system at process level can
continue. The debugger can be seen as an interrupt handler, that
takes a long time to do its service. During its service, only
external interrupts can interfere. When the debugger wants to
return control to the system, it just has to exit its service
routine and the system is running again. In the process mode the
debug interrupts are handled by a small routine that just writes a
message into a mailbox and makes the process suspend itself on its
suspension semaphore (field su sem in the process descriptor). the
system remains in control and the debugger becomes a ready
process, competing for the processor among all the other
processes. The debugger must operate in supervisor mode whenever
it was explicitely directed that way or or if a debug event is
detected when the system is not executing process code
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The design of the software to achieve such a mechanism is complex.
At least four handlers and one process are needed. The handlers
must service the breakpoint, single-step and non-maskable
interrupts and the keyboard interrupt of the debug console. The
process has a repetition of waiting for a message to be written
into the mailbox, get it and interpret it and perform the desired
action. If any of the handlers comes into action it can call
debugging routines itself, if the debugger is in supervisor mode,
or write a message to the mailbox, to let the program call the
routine.

The information contained in the message can be a flag bit to
determine if it is a console or interrupt message. Console
messages specify a command number and may use globally set
parameters, because only one console action at a time may take
place. Possible actions are setting or deleting breakpoints,
dumping some memory, etc ••. Interrupt messages should inform the
debugger which process was interrupted and for what reason
(single-step or breakpoint?). In Appendix E all components are
given and a proposal for the basic setup is made.

The three possible interrupt sources from the module side have
different meanings:

Single-step interrupt:
an instruction has been executed by this process or the
system, service it if possible as a message, otherwise call
the needed routines directly. Sending a message is possible if
the debugger is not in the supervisor mode and executing
process code.

Breakpoint interrupt:
a breakpoint has been detected, handle as the single-step
case.

Non-maskable interrupt:
this interrupt is a sign from the outside world that the
debugger has to enter the supervisor mode and wait for console
commands. This interrupt is connected to a "clear" button on
the module.

When implementing the debugger, one should think of the effect
that the debug interrupts cannot be masked out, so that the system
calls enable and disable do not have any effect. After an
attachment, the routines are enabled and stay so until detached.
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The peripheral modules, based on the use of a iAPX-186
processor can be controlled by a local executive program
LEX. The applications can be defined efficiently and
easily using the LEX. A design must be made in which the
application is split up into several controllers and
drivers. These will be implemented as processes. Each
process may control the service of some external
interrupts. For each of them a handler is allocated in the
process environment. Semaphores and mailboxes can be
included in the system to facilitate communication and
synchronization between all processes and handlers.

In the system a debugger and an initialization routine
must be included. Ideas for these are given, but neither
has been developed for the LEX yet. A debugger to test the
module hardware during development has been completed and
possibly it can be adapted to the system.

To produce a downloadable memory image, a utility is
needed to combine all system parts into one image. This
utility must be designed and implemented on the
development system before any software can be downloaded.
Suggestions for this routine are also given in this
report.

Because the first version of a general iAPX-186 module was
not completely tested by the end of the project, the
software could not be tested in its final environment. It
has been changed several times, the number of remarks by
lint have been reduced to a minimum. For a total of 1000
lines of program text, lint produces 30 remarks. All these
have to deal with complaining about unused parameters and
variables. The remarks about pointer usages have all been
worked out of the system through better formulations of
declarations and statements. The most of the C-routines in
the system have been tested on the development system, but
the assembler routines were not. At this time, the LEX is
believed to be a syntactically good system, and has to
prove its value in the first test runs.
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Appendix A. Short reference guide for the assembler

A.l Syntax

<,vep~ssion)

,(Of'cod e > --...-~------,......---t

[ <oIlrt2e.tiva>

<~~i..~r> ~ - --4-

<c.o rlSre.t\-l:)~~-------r--'

.t. lQ.be-L":>

<+,->-",:/>

<label> ::= <name> <integer> $
<opcode> ::= <name>
<directive> ::= • <name>
<register> ::= ax I bx I cx I dx I

sp I bp I si I di I
al I ah I bl I bh I
cl I ch I dl I dh I
cs I ds I es I ss

<addr reg> .. - bx I bp I si I di I
bx si I bx di I bp_si bp di

<constant> ::= <integer> I 0 <octal integer>-I
Ox <hex integer> I OX <hex integer>

<name> ::= any sequence of [' A' •• '2' ,'a' •• 'z' ,'0' •• '9' ,'. ']
not starting with ['0' •• '9' ,'. '] -

<integer> ::= any sequence of ['0' •• '9'] not starting with '0'
<octal integer> ::= any sequence of ['0' •• ']']
<hex integer> ::= any sequence of ['0' •• '9' ,'A' •• 'F' ,'a' •• 'f']
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A.2 Semantics

There is a complete set of opcodes defined for the 8086, 8087 and
the 80186. Code generated will be for the 8086, 80186 instructions
will be emulated, using the cx register if needed. If the flag
"-186" is set, code is generated for the 80186.

Directives are equal to other UNIX assemblers. In addition to the
directives given in the file "as86.man", the directive
".zerow <integer>" is available, to issue a number of null-bytes.

Expressions can be set explicitely to some types by prefixes:
$ - Instruction will operate on a byte,
@ - Addressing is register/memory indirect,
# Operand is word constant,
* - Operand is sign-extendable byte.

Note the difference between the '$'- and the '*'-prefix. The
dollar-sign specifies the data envolved in the execution as being
byte-sized, the asterisk specifies that the constant in the opcode
is a sign-extendable byte. The '@'-prefix is just used for jumps
and calls.

Expressions may only contain one external symbol. Non-externals
may be inverted in one's complement (unary negation '-') or two's
complement (unary minus '-').

Labels may be names or integers, followed by a '$'. The dollar
sign gets substituted by the last declarated name-label, so the
$-labels can be used for local references, within functions. They
cannot be reached from a region outside the two surrounding name
labels.

different operands, compared to the Intel
io-group and the inter-segment transfers:

I direct port addressing
I addressing using port (dx)
I error: operand type

out, inwand outw •••

Some instructions have
assembler. These are the

in <constant>
in
in dx
I similar for

jumpi <label>,<constant> I direct inter-segment jump
jumpi @<label> I indirect inter-segment jump
I similar for calli •••
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/*================================================================

*
* This file contains all system call routines. Only the C-text
* is contained in this part. For the iAPX-186 assembler parts
* are the routines interrupt and dispatch, they make the
* system call interface. Utilities are contained in a separate
* file.

*
*==============================================================*/

It include "structs. h"
It include "sysdata.h"

extern struct pdesc *dequeue();
extern struct handler *hand_ptr();

/*
*
*

P-operation on a semaphore, counting.
Error return code: NO UNITS if md>O and no units available

*/
p (env, sem, md)
struct environm env;
struct semaphore *sem;
int md;

register struct semaphore *s;
lock();
if ((s = sem)->value) (s->value)--;
/* then decrease number of units else block the caller */
else
{ if (md I int count) env.ax NO_UNITS;

else prwait(&s->first);
}
unlock() ;

}

/*
* V-operation on a semaphore, counting.
*/

v (env, sem)
struct environm env;
struct semaphore *sem;
{ register struct semaphore *s;

lockO;
if ((s = sem)->first == 0) (s->value)++;
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/* then increase number of units, else unblock a process */
else pready(&s->first);
unlock();

}

/*
* R resets semaphore sem to value val.
*/

r (env, sem, val)
struct environm env;
struct semaphore *sem;
int val;
{ register struct semaphore *s;

s = semi
lock(O;
while (s->first) pready(&s->first);
s->value = val;
unlock( );

}

/*
* Pmail is a routine that can read a message out of the FIFO
* buffer, connected to a certain mailbox. If no message is
* available, it will block the calling process until a message
* is written by a vmail call to this box.
* Error return code: NO HSG if md>O and the mailbox is empty
*/

pmail (env, mbox, msg, md)
struct environm env;
struct mailbox *mbox;
struct message *msg;
int md;
{ register struct mailbox *m;

lock() ;
if «m = mbox)->value)
/* then a message can be read from the message queue. */
{ msg read(m, msg, env.ds);

if (m->first)
/* then a process was waiting to write, unblock the first

* in the list and move to it's stack, perform the rest
* of the vmail call it could not do at first. */

newsp(m->first);
msg write(m, msg, env.ds);
pready(&m->first);
oldsp();

}
/* No waiting processes, decrease number of messages */
else (m->value)--;

}
/* the process cannot read, box is empty */
else
{ if (md I int count) env.ax = NO_MSG;
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else prwait(&m-)first);
}
unlock();

}

sending a message to a
blocking of the process
room in the box.
the mailbox is full

Vmail is a routine that is capable of
mailbox. The box has a fixed size, so
can take place, until there is enough
Error return code: NO MSG if md)O and

/*
*
*
*
*
*/

vmail (env, mbox, msg, md)
struct environm env;
struct mailbox *mbox;
struct message *msg;
int md;

register struct mailbox *m;
lock();
if ((m = mbox)-)value < NHSG)
/* then a message can be written to the FIFO message queue */
{

msg write(m, msg, env.ds);
if (m-)first)
/* then a process was waiting to read, unblock the first

* in the list and move to its stack, process the rest
* of the pmail call it could not do at first. */

newsp(m-)first);
msg read(m, msg, env.ds);
pready(&m-)first);
oldsp();

}
/* No waiting processes, increase numer of messages */
else (m-)value)++;

}
/* the process cannot write, box is full */
else
{ if (md I int count) env.ax NO_MSG;

else prwait(&m-)first);
}
unlock( );

}

/*
*
*

Rmail flushes all messages in mbox. Msg is a dummy parameter
to be able to send messages back to reading processes.

*/
rmail (env, mbox, msg)
struct environm env;
struct mailbox *mbox;
struct message *msg;
{ register struct mailbox *m;
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register unsigned ds;
lock();
if ((m = mbox)->value 0)
while (m->first)
{ newsp(m->first);

ds = newds(env.ds);
msg->genreg (int *) 0;
msg->segreg = 0;
newds(ds) ;
pready(&m->first);

}
else

m->value = 0;
while (m->first) pready(m->first);

}
unlock() ;
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/*
* Getseg supplies a process with a segment of memory
* to be used exclusively by the process.Seg is a pointer to
* the location where the result has to be put and siz
* specifies the desired size in 16-byte blocks. The algorithm
* used is first fit.
* Error return code: NO HEM if the memory is not available
*/

getseg (env, seg, siz)
struct environm env;
struct segptr *seg;
int siz;

register struct segptr *s;
register unsigned a;
lock();
for (s &segtabl[O]; s->segsiz; s++)
{ if (s->segsiz >= siz)

/* then a segment is found */
{ a = s->segreg;

s->segreg += siz;
if ((s->segsiz -= siz) == 0)
/* then an entry can be deleted from the table */
do
{ s++;

(s-1)->segreg = s->segreg;
}
while ((s-1)->segsiz = s->segsiz);
unlock( );
/* Return the start and size of the segment */
newds (env .ds) ;
seg->segreg a;
seg->segsiz = siz;
return;

}
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}
1* At this point it is sure that

* no memory segment of the required size is free. Set
* the size of the segment to 0 and return the condition. *1

unlock();
env. ax = NO HEH;
newds(env.ds) ;
seg->segsiz = seg->segreg 0;

}

1*
*
*
*
*
*

Dispseg marks a part of memory as scratch,
that was previously in use by a process. The segment table
may increase outside proportions in this routine. Hopefully
the table was configured large enough!
Error return code: NO TABL if the segment table overflows

s->segreg;
s->segsiz;

*1
dispseg (env, seg)
struct environm env;
struct segptr seg;
{ register struct segptr *s;

register unsigned a, t;
lock();
a = seg.segreg;
for (s = &segtabl[O]; s->segreg <= a
if (s > &segtabl[O] && (s-l)->segreg
1* then segment adjoines at head *1
{ (s-l)->segsiz += seg.segsiz;

if (a + seg.segsiz == s->segreg)
1* then segment adjoines at tail
{ (s-l)->segsiz += s->segsiz;

while (s->segsiz)
{ s++;

(s-l)->segreg
(s-l)->segsiz

&& s->segsiz != 0; s++);
+ (s-l)->segsiz -- a)

also, delete an entry *1

}
}

}
else
{ if

1*
{

«a + seg.segsiz == s->segreg) &&
then segment adjoines at tail *1
s->segreg seg.segsiz;
s->segsiz += seg.segsiz;

s->segsiz)

}
else
1* new entry in table is created••• *1
if (seg.segsiz)
do
{ t = s->segreg;

s->segreg = a;
a t;
t = s->segsiz;
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s->segsiz = seg.segsiz;
if (++s == &segtabl[NSEG] && t)
/* then segment table overflow «
{ env.ax = NO TABL;

unlock(); 
return;

}
}
while (seg.segsiz t);

}
unlock();

}
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DISASTER!! * /

/*
*
*
*
*

Proceed has the effect of glvlng other ready processes
of equal priority a chance, by using a round robin mechanism.
Needed only if process works independant of ext. interrupts
but has a high priority.

*/
proceed (env)
struct environm env;
{

lock() ;
putqueue( dequeue( &ry_Iist ), &ry_Iist );
unlock() ;

/*
*
*

Hyprioty sets the priority of the running process to pr,
if pr>O. It always returns priority effective after the call.

*/
myprioty (env, pr)
struct environm env;
int pr;
{ register struct pdesc *p;

register int pp;
lock( );
p = dequeue( &ry_Iist );
if (pp = pr) p->prioty pp;
else pp = p->prioty;
putqueue(p, &ry list);
unlock(); -
env.ax = pp;

}

/*
* Suspend does a p(running->su sem,WAIT) operation, to suspend
* the running process. -
*/

suspend (env)
struct environm env;
{ register struct semaphore *s;
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/*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

lock() ;
if «s = &running->su sem)->value) (s->value)--;
else prwait(&s->first);
unlock() ;

Attach attaches an interrupt to a handler routine. The handler
will become the routine pointed to by addr in calling task.
If md = 0 then the attachment is indirect, the volatile
environment is saved upon entry and the handler can use
global process data. Otherwise the handler is attached
directly, so no global data can be used and the volatile
environment is not saved. Error return codes:
ATT ERROR if the interrupt vect is already attached
ATT UNABLE if the vector cannot be attached.

*/
attach (env, vect, addr, md)
struct environm env;
int vect, (*addr)(), md;

register struct handler *h;
register struct longptr *v;
if (h = hand ptr(vect))
{ lock();-

if (h->att enab == 0)
{ if (md-== 0)

{ h->ipi (int *) addr;
h->csi env.cs;

}
else
{ v = inttabl + vect;

h->ipi = v->genreg;
h->csi = v->segreg;
h->att_enab = 4;
v->genreg (int *)
v->segreg = env.cs;

addr;

}
h->dsi = env.ds;
h->att_enab += (vect==8 I I (vect & -1)==18 ? 3 1);

}
else env.ax
unlock();

}
else env.ax = ATT_UNABLE;

}

/*
* Detach detaches any attachment of a routine as a handler
* for interrupt vector vect.
* ATT UNABLE if the vector cannot be attached.
*/

detach (env, vect)
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struct environm env;
int vect;
{ register struct handler *h;

register struct longptr *v;
if (h = hand ptr(vect))
{ lock();-
if (h->att enab & 4)

{ v ~ inttabl + vect;
v->genreg h->ipi;
v->segreg h->csi;

}
v inttabl + 32;
h->ipi v->genreg;
h->csi = v->segreg;
h->dsi = 0;
h->att enab = 0;
unlock() ;

}
else env.ax = ATT_UNABLE;

}
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/*
* Enable enables interrupts from vector vect.
* Error return codes:
* ATT ERROR if the vector is not currently attached,
* ATT UNABLE if the vector cannot be attached.
*/

enable (env, vect)
struct environm env;
int vect;

register int v;
register struct handler *h;
if (h = hand ptr(v = vect))
{ lock();-

if (h->att enab)
{ h->att-enab = (h->att enab & 4) + 3;

if «v-& -7) == 128)
io write (PIC0+2, io read(PIC0+2) & -(1«(v-128)));
else -
{ if (v == 8 II (v & -1) == 18)

/* if timer then check all states */
{ v = «(h = hand ptr(8))

->att_enab & 1)-11 «h+1)->att_enab & 1)
I I «h+2)->att_enab & I))? 0 : 8;

}
if «v & -7) == 8)
ctl_write(Ox28,ctl_read(Ox28) & -(1«(v-8)));

}
}
else env.ax
unlock() ;

}
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else env.ax
}

/*
*
*
*
*

Disable disables interrupts from vector vect.
Error return codes:
ATT ERROR if the vector is not currently attached,
ATT UNABLE if the vector cannot be attached

*/
disable (env, vect)
struct environm env;
int vect;
{ register int v;

register struct handler *h;
if (h = hand ptr(v = vect»
{ lock();-

if (h->att enab)
{ h->att-enab = (h->att enab & 4) + 1;

if ((v-& -7) == 128)
io write (PICO+2, io read(PICO+2) I (1«(v-128»);
else -
{ if ((v & -1) == 18) v = 8;

if ((v & -7) == 8)
ctl_write(Ox28,ctl_read(Ox28) I (1«(v-8»);

}
}
else env.ax
unlock();

}
else env.ax = ATT_UNABLE;

}
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B.2 "1exutiLc"

/*================================================================
*

This file contains the utilities that make the kernel
function. TIley are called from the system call routines
in the file lexcall.c. Note that for all these utilities
a lock() must be specified in the system call (except
for lock() itself, naturally). The utilities that are
written in assembler are contained in the file lexkern.a86

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*==============================================================*/

it include "structs.h"
it include " sysdata. h"

/*
*
*
*
*
*

Put queue inserts a process in the que
specified, entering it in order of priority.
Highest priority (= lowest value) comes first in
the list. In case of equal priorities the process
is placed after the last process with equal priority.

*/
putqueue (proc, que)
struct pdesc *proc, **que;
{ int pp;

register struct pdesc *p, **q;
pp = proc->prioty; q = que;
while (p = *q)
{ if (pp < p->prioty) break;

q &(p->next);

}

}
(*que proc)->next p;

/*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Dequeue removes a process from a linked
list. The location in the list must be given.
TIle parameter must be a pointer to a pointer
to the process, since C lacks a reference mechanism.
TIle value returned is a pointer to the removed
process, or NILL, if no process was available.

*/
struct pdesc *dequeue (que)
struct pdesc **que;
{ register struct pdesc *p, **q;

if (p = *(q = que))
{ *q = p->next;

p->next = (struct pdesc *) 0;
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}
return p;

}
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/*
*
*
*

Pready unblockes a process from the
specified que location and inserts it
in the rylist, using the putqueue routine.

*/
pready (que)
struct pdesc **que;
{ register struct pdesc *p;

(p = dequeue(que»->status = READY;
putqueue(p, p->inque = &ry_list);

}

/*
*
*
*
*

Prwait makes a process wait in the que
specified. The process that is blocked
is the process first in the rylist.
The routine putqueue is used.

*/
prwait (que)
struct pdesc **que;
{ register struct pdesc *p;

(p = dequeue(&ry list»->status
putqueue(p, p->inque = que);

}

BLOCKED;

/*
* Hand ptr is a routine that returns a pointer to a handler,
* that-is associated with the vector vect. If no handler is
* allocated in the system the routine returns O.

i 1; break;
i 0; break;
i 2; break;
i 3; break;
i 6; break;
i = 7; break;
i 8; break;
i 9; break;
i 4; break;
i 5; break;
i -1;

*/
struct handler *hand_ptr
int vect;
{ register int i;

if (vect & -127) i
else
switch(vect)
{ case 1:

case 2:
case 3:
case 8:
case 10:
case 11:
case 12:
case 13:
case 18:
case 19:
default:

(vect)

vect + (10-128);
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}
if (i < 0 II i )= sys lo.nhand) return 0;
return (handtabl + i);

}
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/*
* Eoi is a routine that informs the hardware that interrupt
* associated with vector vect has ended. This routine is a
* null action for non-external vectors.
*/

eoi (vect)
int vect;

register int v;
if ((v = vect) & -7 == 128)
{ io write(PIC0+2, io read(PIC0+2»;

io-write(PICO, Ox60-1 (v&7»;
if-(io read(PIC0+2) == 0)
ctl_write(Ox22, Ox8000 + 14);
return;

}
if (v & -1 == 18) v = 8;
if (v & -7 == 8)
ctl_write(Ox22, Ox8000 + v);

}

/*
* Msg read is a routine that reads a message from the mailbox
* mbox. The message is pointed to by msg in the segment ds_reg.
*/

msg read (mbox, msg, ds reg)
str~ct mailbox *mbox; 
struct message *msg;
unsigned ds reg;
{ register struct mailbox *m;

register union {unsigned ds; struct message *pt} r;
struct message msgtemp;
r.pt = (m = mbox)-)readpt;
msgtemp.lo = (r.pt)-)lo;
msgtemp.hi = (r.pt)-)hi;
if (++(m-)readpt) == &m-)box[NMSG]) m-)readpt m-)box;
r.ds = newds(ds reg);
msg-)lo = msgtemp.lo;
msg-)hi = msgtemp.hi;
newds( r .ds);

}

/*
* Msg write is a routine that writes a message into the mailbox
* mbox. The message is pointed to by msg in the segment ds_reg.
*/

msg write (mbox, msg, ds_reg)
struct mailbox *mbox;
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struct message *msg;
unsigned ds reg;
{ register struct mailbox *m;

register union {unsigned ds; struct message *pt} r;
struct message msgtemp;
r.ds = newds(ds reg);
msgtemp.lo = msg-)lo;
msgtemp.hi = msg-)hi;
newds(r.ds);
r.pt = (m = mbox)-)freept;
(r.pt)-)lo = msgtemp.lo;
(r.pt)-)hi = msgtemp.hi;
if (++(m-)freept) == &m-)box[N~lSG]) m-)freept m-)box;

}
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/*================================================================
** This file contains all global structure declarations,
* for both the processes and the system code.
* Note that NMSG NSEG have to have the same value as in
* the file 'lexdecl.a86'!!!

*
*==============================================================*/

II define NMSG
II define NSEG

20 /* Max. number of messages in a mbox */
2 /* Max. number of segments in the table */

/* longptr is a 32-bit (Intel format) pointer */
struct longptr
{ int *genreg;

unsigned segreg;
} ;

/* segptr is a pointer to a segment of size segsiz */
struct segptr
{ int segsiz;

unsigned segreg;
} ;

struct message
{ int 10, hi;
} ;

/* semaphore is the counting type
* first is the queue pointer if (value = 0)
* value is the number of units currently available
*/

struct semaphore
{ struct pdesc *first;

int value;
} ;

/* pdesc is a process descriptor
* next is the pointer to the next in list
* prioty is the priority (low value is high prioty)
* status is either ready or blocked
* inque is the reason for status being blocked
* stsave is the saved location of the stackpointer
* (only effective if process is not running)
*/

struct pdesc
{ struct pdesc *next;
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int prioty, status;
struct pdesc **inque;
struct longptr stsave;
struct semaphore su_sem;

} ;
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/*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

mailbox is the fifo message queue holder
first is the process queue pointer

the processes in this queue are waiting
to read a message if (value = 0) and
waiting to write a message if (value =
NMSG)

value is the number of messages
(0 (= value (= NMSG)

freept, readpt are fifo pointers
box is the message buffer space

*/
struct mailbox
{ struct pdesc *first;

int value;
struct message *freept, *readpt;
struct message box [NMSG];

} ;

/*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

handler is the external interrupt handler descriptor
att enab contains the attached & enabled flags
two-modes are possible:
if (dsi = ffff) then the handler address is given
directly in the inttable array, ipi and csi
contain the previous value of the inttabl entry,
to be restored upon detachment;
any other value of dsi designates an indirect
handler call and ipi and csi contain the handler
routine addresses. dsi contains the data segment
for the handler (ffff cannot be specified)
ipi & csi must be the first elements in this structure!!

*/
struct handler
{ int *ipi;

unsigned csi, dsi;
int att_enab;

} ;

/*
*
*

environm is the virtual structure of registers that is
build up during a system call and can be accessed from C
through this structure

*/
struct environm
{ unsigned

ip2,
fl,cs,ip,
dS,es,
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ax,cx,dx,bx,
sp,bp,si,di;

} ;
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io write(OxffOO+(p),w)
io-read(OxffOO+(p»

/* layout is the structure that represents the system data
* layout. This is initialized by the assembler/linker
* and appended to the stack of every process, so they
* can find the various system pointers.
*/

struct layout
{ int *sstart, sysid;

struct pdesc *procO;
int nproc;
struct semaphore *semO;
int nsem;
struct mailbox *mboxO;
int nmbox;
struct segptr *segO;
int nseg;
struct handler *handO;
int nhand;

} ;

/* Now follow some constant definitions for use in the LEX,
* most are error return values of system calls
*/

# define READY 0
# define BLOCKED 1

# define OK 0
# define NO MEM 2
# define NO UNITS 3
# define NO MSG 4
# define NO TABL 5
# define ATT UNABLE 6
# define ATT ERROR 7

/* defines for hardware dependant values */
# define PIca OxOO/* port number of picO */

/* The internal peripheral control block is mapped into the
* io-space at default value. So the functions to alter or
* inspect register contents in this block are actually
* io-functions. Hence the defines.
*/

# define ctl write(p,w)
# define ctl-read(p)
# define NULL 0
# define NO WAIT 0
# define WAIT 1
# define INDIRECT 0
# define DIRECT 1
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/*================================================================
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

This file contains global declarations of the system data
space. The actual declaration is done in the file lexdecl.a86.
The declared names must all be listed in
this file, but the order is not important.
For meanings of the defined variables, see the file
lexdecl.a86.

*
*==============================================================*/

struct longptr inttabl[];
int sys sem, sys count, int count, sys_save;
struct pdesc *running, *ry_list;
struct layout sys 10;
struct pdesc proctabl[];
struct semaphore semtabl[];
struct mailbox mboxtabl[];
struct segptr segtabl[];
struct handler handtabl[];
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This file is only included in the system to fool the lint
program, so that it will not complain over system
details that look suspicious, but are not. Some of the
interface to assembler files is symbolized in this file.

/*==============================================================
*
*
*
*
*
*
*=============================================================*/

/I include "structs.h"

maine)
{ struct environm ej

struct semaphore *s = (struct semaphore *) OJ
struct mailbox *m = (struct mailbox *) OJ
struct segptr segj
struct message msgj
int attach()j

p(e,s,O);
v(e,s)j
pmail(e,m,&msg,O)j
vmail(e,m,&msg,O)j
getseg(e,&seg,100)j
dispseg(e,seg);
proceed(e);
myprioty(e ,50) j
attach(e,283,attach,0)j
detach(e ,283);
enable(e,283);
disable(e,283);
intend(e,283);
r(e,s,O);
rmail( e ,m);
suspend(e);

}

lock()
{ j }

unlock()
{ ; }

newsp(procd)
struct pdesc *procd;
{procdj}
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oldsp()
{ ; }

unsigned newes(r)
unsigned r;
{return r;}

unsigned newds(r)
unsigned r;
{return r;}

io write(p,r)
{return p+r;}

io_read(p)
{return Pi}
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1-----------------------------------------------------
I This file contains all assembler system code, and is mainly
I the interface code between processes, handlers and the LEX.
I All entries in interrupt table refer to this file with their
I addresses. The assumed segment pointer is FOOO •

•data

.globl

.globl

.text

sys sem, sys save, sys count, int count
=running,=rylist - - --

ST SAVE
SS INT =

ATT ERROR
Hk'ID SZ =

10 I offset of stsave field in pdesc struct.
Ox7000 I value of ss reg during interrupts
7 I error number for attach fault
4 I size of handler structure

1---------------------------------------------
sysenter()
{ ax = 0;

*(--sp) = ds,es,ax,cx,dx,bx,sp,bp,si,di;
sys count++;
if (int count == 0) running->stsave = sp,ss;
*(--sp)~ &sysleave();
ds = 0;
intflag = 1;
return;

}

.globl sysenter
sysenter:

I sp-> ret syscall,ip,cs,flags,ip2,params, •••
I ax = 0, standard return value

mov ax, *0
push es
pusha

I sp-> 8 gen.regs,es,ret syscall, •••
inc sys count
mov bp,sp
mov cx,ds
xchg cx,*18(bp)
mov ds,ax
cmp _int_count,*O
jnz 1$

I sp is only saved if system call was made by a process
1 int count = 0 •••
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mov bx. running
mov *ST-SAVE(bx). sp
mov *ST=SAV~~2(bx).ss

1 $:
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push Ifsysleave
1 sp-> (bp-»&sysleave().(sp save-»8 gen.regs ••••

push cx
I sp-> ret syscall.&sysleave().8 gen.regs.es.ds.ip ••••
I ds = O. default system data segment

sti
ret

1-----------------------------------------------
sysleave()

intflag = 0;
sys count--;
if Tint count == 0)
{ *running = *ry_list;

ss.sP = ry_list->stsave;
}
di.si.bp.sp.bx.dx.cx.ax.es.ds
return from interrupt;

}

*(sp-t+);

*(--sp) = ds,es.ax.cx,dx,bx,sp,bp.si,di;
if (int count++ == 0)
{ if ~ys count != 0) sys sp = sP,ss;

else running->stsave = sP.ss;
ss = SS_INT; sp = 0;

.globl sysleave
sysleave:

eli
dec sys count
cmp =int=count.*O
jnz 1$

I process selection and stack switch only if return is
I to process mode.

mov bx._ry_list
mov running.bx
mov sp.*ST SAVE(bx)
mov ss.*ST=SAVE+2(bx)

1$ :
1 sp-> 8 gen.regs.es.ds.ip,cs.flags,ip2,params ••••

popa
pop es
pop ds

1 sp-> ip,cs,flags ••••
iret

1------------------------------------------------------
I intenter()
I {
1

I
I
I
1
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}

}
ds = 0;
*(--sp)
intflag
return;

&intleave();
1·,

.globl intenter
intenter:

push es
pusha
mov bp,sp
mov cx,ds
xchg cx,*18(bp)
mov ax, *0
mov ds,ax
cmp int count,*O
jne 1$ -
cmp sys count,*O
je 2$ -
mov bx,#_sys_save-ST_SAVE
j 3$

2$:
mov bx, _running

3$:
mov *ST SAVE(bx),sp
mov *ST=SAVE+2(bx),ss
mov sp,*O
mov ax, #SS_INT
mov ss,ax

1$:
push #intleave
inc int count
push cx
sti
ret

}
di,si,bp,sp,bx,dx,cx,ax,es,ds = *(sp++);
return from interrupt;

if (int count-- == 0)
{ if (sys count != 0) sp,ss = sys sp;

else sp~ss = (*running = *ry_list).stsave;

intflag = 0;

}

1------------------------------------------------
I intleave()
1 {

I
1

I
I
I
I
1

1

.globl intleave
intleave:

eli
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dec int count
jnz 1$
cmp _sys_count,*O
je 2$
mov bx,#_sys_save-ST_SAVE
j 3$

2$:
mov bx,_ry_lis t
mov _running,bx

3$:
mOv sp,*ST SAVE(bx)
mov ss, *ST=SAVE+2(bx)

1$ :
popa
pop es
pop ds
iret

the

1·,
*(--sp) = flags;
LOCK: while (sys_sem);
intflag = 1;
return;

}

lock()
{

/----------------------------------------------
I Lock and unlock only work if they are called from
1 same stackframe! ••• (due to the use of the stack)
1

1

I
I
I
1

1

I

.globl
lock:

pushf

lock

1$ :
mov ax, *0

2$:
I during a lock instruction, ints are not acknowledged

lock
xchg ax,_sys_sem
test aX,ax
jnz 2$
eli
ret

flags *(sp++);
sys_sem = 0;
return;

}

1-----------------------------------------------
I unlock()
I {
I
I
I
I
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.globl
unlock:

popf
mov _sys_sem,*O
ret
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newsp (procd)
struct pdesc *procd;
{ save_sp = sp,ss;

sp,ss = proc->stsave;
return;

1------------------------------------------------
I This is a dangerous routine, it switches from one stack
I to another. No auto-variables may have been allocated
I by the caller and parameters of the caller and the
I new stack must have the samer layout.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

.globl _newsp
_newsp:

pop ax
pop bx
mov save_sp,sp
mov save sp+2,ss
mov sp,*ST SAVE(bx)
mov ss, *ST=SAVE+2(bx)
mov bp,sp
sub bp,*6
sub sp,*10
push bx
push ax
ret

1----------------------------------------------------------------
I unsigned newds (r)
I unsigned r;
I { register unsigned rt;
I rt = ds;
I ds = r;
I return rt;

I

.globl newds
newds:

enter *0,*0
mov bx,*2(bp)
mov ax,ds
mov ds,bx
leave
ret
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1----------------------------------------------------
I unsigned newes (r)
I unsigned r;
I { register unsigned rt;
1 rt = es;
I es = r;
I return rt;
1 }

.globl newes
newes:

enter *0,*0
mov bx,*2(bp)
mov ax,es
mov es,bx
leave
ret

1---------------------------------------------------------------
unsigned io_write(p,r)
int p; unsigned r;
{ dx = p;

ax = r;
out_word ( );
return ax;

.globl io write
io write:

enter *0,*0
mov dx,*4(bp)
mov ax, *6(bp)
outw
leave
ret

1----------------------------------------------------------------
unsigned io_read(p);
int p;
{ dx = p;

in_word ( );
return ax;

.globl io read
io read:

enter *0,*0
mov dx,*4(bp)
inw
leave
ret
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1----------------------------------------------------------------
System call entry points. Most are of the kind:
Save volatile environment (Call sysenter);
Branch to C routine (Br routine);
When C routine returns, it returns to sysleave!

.globl a_nullsys
a_nullsys:

iret

.globl a_p,_p
a p:
- call sysenter

br _p

a v:
call sysenter
br v

a r:
call sysenter
br r

.globl a_pmail, _pmail
a_pmail:

call sysenter
br _pmail

.globl a_vmai l, vmail
a vmail:

call sysenter
br vmail

.globl a_rmail, rmail
a rmail:

call sysenter
br rmail

.globl a_getseg, _getseg
a_getseg:

call sysenter
br _getseg

.globl a_dispseg, _dispseg
a dispseg:
- call sysenter

br _dispseg

.globl a_proceed, _proceed
a_proceed:
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call sysenter
br _proceed

.globl a_myprioty, _myprioty
a_myprioty:

call sysenter
br _myprioty

.globl a_attach, attach
a attach:

call sysenter
br attach

.globl a_detach, detach
a detach:

call sysenter
br detach

.globl a_enable, enable
a enable:

call sysenter
br enable

.globl a_disable, disable
a disable:

call sysenter
br disable

.globl a intend
a intend:

enter *0,*0
push *8(bp)
call eoi
leave
iret

.globl a intret
a intret:

cmp _int_count,*O
jne 1$
iret

1$ :
add sp,*8
call eoi
leave-
add sp,*4
ret I return is to intleave!!!

.globl a intv
a intv:

push ds
push es
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mov ax,*O
pusha
mov ds,ax
inc sys count
call- v -
dec _sys_count
popa
pop es
pop ds
iret

.globl a intds
a intds:

enter *0,*0
push bx
push *8(bp)
call _hand_ptr
test ax,ax
jz 1$
mov bx,ax
mov ds,*4(bx)

1$:
pop bx
leave
iret
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1---------------------------------------------------------------
Internal & external peripheral interrupt entry points.
Most are of the kind: Save volatile environment (Call
intenter); Jump to C routine (jumpi routine);
When C routine returns, it returns to intleave!
The number of handlers specified here must match NHAND and
the order in which they are listed must match the order
number returned by the hand_ptr routine in lexutil.c

.globl a nmi
a nmi:

call intenter
mov ds,O*HANDSZ+ handtabl+4
jumpi @ O*HANDSZ+ handtabl

.globl a sst
a sst:

call intenter
mov dS,l*HANDSZ+ handtabl+4
jumpi @ l*HANDSZ+ handtabl

.globl a_bpt
a_bpt:

call intenter
mov dS,2*HANDSZ+ handtabl+4
jumpi a 2*HANDSZ+ handtabl
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.globl a timerO
a timerO:

call intenter
mov ds,3*HANDSZ+ handtabl+4
jumpi @ 3*HANDSZ+ handtabl

.globl a dmaO
a dmaO:

call intente r
mov ds,4*1~NDSZ+ handtabl+4
jumpi @ 4*HANDSZ+ handtabl

.globl a dmal
a dmal:

call intenter
mov ds,5*HNJDSZ+ handtabl+4
jumpi @ 5*HANDSZ+ handtabl

.globl a intO
a intO:

call intenter
mov ds,6*HANDSZ+ handtabl+4
jumpi @ 6*HANDSZ+ handtabl

.globl a intl
a intI:

call intenter
mov ds,7*HANDSZ+ handtabl+4
jumpi @ 7*HANDSZ+ handtabl

.globl a timerl
a timerl:

call intenter
mov dS,8*HANDSZ+ handtabl+4
jumpi @ 8*HANDSZ+ handtabl

.globl a timer2
a timer2:

call intenter
mov dS,9*HANDSZ+ handtabl+4
jumpi @ 9*HANDSZ+ handtabl

.globl a_picOO
a_picOO:

call intenter
mov dS,10*HANDSZ+ handtabl+4
jumpi @10*HANDSZ+ handtabl

.globl a_picOl
a_picOl :

call intenter

83/12/01 -81
Lex Borger
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mov dS,ll*HANDSZ+ handtabl+4
jumpi @ll*HANDSZ+ handtabl

.globl a_pic02
a pic02:
- call intenter

mov dS,12*HANDSZ+ handtabl+4
jumpi @12*HANDSZ+ handtabl

.globl a_pic03
a pic03:
- call intenter

mov dS,13*HANDSZ+ handtabl+4
jumpi @13*HANDSZ+ handtabl

.globl a_pic04
a_pic04:

call in tenter
mov dS,14*HANDSZ+ handtabl+4
jumpi @14*HANDSZ+ handtabl

.globl a_pic05
a_pic05:

call intenter
mov dS,15*HANDSZ+ handtabl+4
jumpi @15*HANDSZ+ handtabl

.globl a_pic06
a_pic06:

call intenter
mov dS,16*HANDSZ+ handtabl+4
jumpi @16*HANDSZ+ handtabl

.globl a_picO?
a_picO?:

call intenter
mov ds,l?*HANDSZ+ handtabl+4
jumpi @l?*HANDSZ+ handtabl
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The following constants are application dependant,
before making a LEX for a new application, these should be
checked for correct values. SYSID is system identification
Also check that NSEG & NMSG for equal values in lexcall.c.

1=======================================================
I This assembler file declarates all system data that is
I used globally. Assumed is that this will start at
1 physical memory location zero and that the system code
I segment starts at FOOOO.
1

I
1

I
I

SYSID 1

NPROC 2
NSEM = 3
Nt-mox = 4
NSEG = 5
NHAND = 16

proc 0 is initializer, proc 1 is debugger
sem 0 is for debugger
mbox 0 is for debugger

PROCSZ=
SEMSZ =
NMSG =
MBOXSZ=
SEGSZ =
HANDSZ=

6
2
20
2*NMSG + 4
2
4

I End of application dependancy
1======================================================

.data

CS = OxfOOO I value of the CS register during system mode

1------------------------------------------------------
1 This is the table, used by the hardware to determine
I the location of the interrupt routine. The vector, supplied
1 with the interrupt is used as an entry in an array of long
I pointers to the routines.
1

I longptr inttabl[256];
1

.globl
inttabl:

inttabl

The first 32 vectors are defined by Intel and control the
on-chip hardware and the software exceptions.
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.globl

.globl
a nullsys, a sst, a nmi, a bpt, a timerO
a=dmaO, a_dmal, a_wake_up,-a_timerl, a timer2

.word a_nullsys, CS 0 divide error

.word a_sst, CS 1 == single step int

.word a_nmi, CS 2 non-maskable int

.word a_bpt, CS 3 breakpoint int

.word a_nullsys, CS 4 overflow INTO

.word a_nullsys, CS 5 out of BOUNDS

.word a_nullsys, CS 6 unused instruction

.word a_nullsys, CS 7 ESCAPE instruction

.word a timerO, CS 8 timer 0 int

.word a_nullsys, CS 9 reserved by INTEL
.word a_dmaO, CS 10 dma 0 int
.word a_dmal, CS 11 dma 1 int
.word a_intO, CS 12 int 0 int (wake-up register)
.word a_intI, CS 13 int 1 int (not connected)
.word a_int2, CS 14 int 2 int (undefined vector)
.word a_int3, CS 15 int 3 int (not connectable)
.word a nullsys, CS
.word a-nullsys, CS
.word a_timer 1 , CS 18 timer 1 int
.word a_timer 2 , CS 19 timer 2 int
.word a_nullsys, CS
.word a_nullsys, CS
.word a_nullsys, CS
.word a_nullsys, CS
.word a_nullsys, CS
.word a_nullsys, CS
.word a nullsys, CS
.word a=nullsys, CS
.word a_nullsys, CS
.word a nullsys, CS
.word a-nullsys, CS
.word a=nullsys, CS

1-------------------------------------------------------
I Vectors 32 to 96 are reserved for system calls •

•globl
.globl
.globl
.globl

a nullsys, a p, a v, a pmail, a vmail,a r,a rmail
a-getseg, a dispseg, a-proceed,-a myprioty 
a-attach, a-detach, a enable, a disable
a=intend,a_intret,a_intds,a_intv,a_suspend

.word

.word

.word

.word

.word

.word
.word

a_nullsys, CS
a_p, CS
a v, CS
a=pmail, CS
a_vmail, CS
a_getseg, CS
a_dispseg, CS

32
33
34
35
36
37
38

assured null call
p system call
v system call
pmail system call
vmail system call
getseg system call
dispseg system call
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.word a_proceed. CS 39 proceed system call
•word a_myprioty • CS 40 myprioty system call
•word a_attach • CS 41 attach system call
•word a detach • CS 42 detach system call
.word a-enable. CS 43 enable system call
.word a=disable. CS 44 disable system call
•word a_intend • CS 45 intend system call
.word a_intret. CS 46 intret system call
.word a_intds. CS 47 intds system call
.word a_r. CS 48 r system call
.word a_rmail. CS 49 rmail system call
.word a_suspend. CS 50 suspend system call
.word a_intv. CS 51 intv system call
•word a_nullsys • CS
.word a_nullsys. CS
•word a_nullsys • CS
.word a nullsys. CS
•word a=nullsys • CS
.word a_nullsys. CS
•word a nullsys • CS
.word a-nullsys. CS
•word ayullsys • CS
•word a_nullsys • CS
•word a_nullsys • CS
•word a_nullsys • CS

•word a_nullsys • CS
•word a_nullsys • CS
•word a_nullsys • CS
.word a_nullsys. CS
.word a nullsys. CS
•word a-nullsys • CS
•word a-nullsys • CS
•word a-nullsys • CS
•word a-nullsys • CS
.word a=nullsys. CS
•word a_nullsys • CS
.word a_nullsys. CS
.word a_nullsys. CS
•word a_nullsys • CS
•word a_nullsys • CS
•word a_nullsys • CS
•word a_nullsys • CS
•word a_nullsys • CS
•word a nullsys • CS
•word a-nullsys • CS
•word a=nullsys • CS
•word a nullsys • CS
•word a-nullsys • CS
•word anullsys • CS
•word a-nullsys • CS
•word ayullsys • CS
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.word

.word

.word

.word

.word

.word

a_nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS
a nullsys, CS
a=nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS

1------------------------------------------------------
I From this location on, system initialization and reconfi-
I guration interrupts are allocated. Vectors 96-127

.word

.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word

a_nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS
a nullsys, CS
a=nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS
a nullsys, CS
a=nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS
a_ nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS
a nullsys, CS
anullsys, CS
a=nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS
a_nullsys, CS

1------------------------------------------------------
1 From this location on, user defined external interrupts may
I be located. These are the vectors 128-255
1

.globl

.globl

.word

a picOO, a picOl, a pic02, a pic03
a=pic04, a-pic05, a-pic06, a-pic07
a_picOO, CS I 128 = ext.-interrupt 0
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.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word

a_pi cO 1, CS
a_pic02, CS
a_pic03, CS
a_pic04, CS
a_pic05, CS
a pic06, CS
a=pic07, CS

• = 4*256

1-------------------------------------------------------
The rest of the actual declarations are done in the
following section.

struct
int *sstart, sysid;
struct pdesc *procO;
int nproc;
struct semaphore *semO;
int nsem;
struct mailbox *mboxO;
int nmbox;
struct segptr *segO;
int nseg;
struct handler *handO;
int nhand;

} lay_out;
int sys_sem, sys count, int count, sys_pmr, picO_imr;
struct pdesc *running, *ry_list;

.globl
_lay_out:

.word

.word

.word

.word

.word

.word

.globl
_sys_sem:

.word

layout
TThe current LEX layout reference array, loaded at
I beginning of each process stack by process I!
sys start, SYSrD

=proctabl, NPROC
_semtabl, NSEM
_mboxtabl, NMBOX
_segtabl, NSEG
_handtabl, NHAND

sys sem
T The system semaphore, to provide mutual exclusion
I in the system memory segment
o

.globl _sys_count
_sys_count:

.word 0

.globl int count
int count: TThe counter to determine if the LEX is in interrupt
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•word
I or process (int count
o

0) mode •

.globl
sys save:

- -:word o

.globl
_running:

running
TPointer to the running process, when in process mode

.word _proctabl

.globl
_ry_list:

•word

_ry_list
I Pointer to the list of ready processes •
_proctabl

pdesc proctabl[NPROC);
semaphore semtabl[NSEM);
mailbox mboxtabl[NMBOX);
segptr segtabl[NSEG);
handler handtabl[NHAND);

struct
struct
struct
struct
struct

1---------------------------------------------------------
I Now follow the declarations of the descriptors:

I
I
I
I
I
I

.globl _proctabl
_proctabl:

.zerow NPROC * PROCSZ

.globl semtabl
semtabl:

.zerow NSEM * SEMSZ

.globl mboxtabl
mboxtabl:

.zerow NMBOX * MBOXSZ

.globl _segtabl
_segtabl:

.zerow NSEG * SEGSZ

.globl handtabl
handtabl:

.zerow NHAND * HANDSZ

.globl _sys_start
_sys_start:
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This assembler file contains the interface to the system,
as seen from the processes point of view.
The routines are short and simple, the most just contain
an interrupt instruction and a return to the C text •

•globl _nullsys
_nullsys:

int 32
ret

.globl -p
- p:

int 33
ret

.globl v-
v:

int 34
ret

.globl r-
r:

int 48
ret

.globl _pmail
_pmail:

int 35
ret

•globl vmail
vmail:

int 36
ret

.globl rmail
rmail:

int 49
ret

.globl _getseg
_getseg:

int 37
ret

.globl _dispseg
_dispseg:
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int 38
ret

.globl _proceed
_proceed:

int 39
ret

.globl _myprioty
_myprioty:

int 40
ret

.globl _suspend
_suspend:

int 50
ret
.globl attach

attach:
int 41
ret

.globl detach
detach:

int 42
ret

.globl enable
enable:

int 43
ret

.globl disable
disable:

int 44
ret

.globl intend
intend:

int 45
ret

.globl intret
intret:

int 46
ret

.globl intds
intds:

int 47
ret
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.globl
intv:

int 51
ret

intv

1----------------------------------------------------------------
I unsigned newds (r)
I unsigned r;
1 { register unsigned rt;
1 rt = ds;
I ds = r;
I return rt;
I }

.globl newds
newds:

enter *0,*0
mov bx,*2(bp)
mov ax,ds
mov ds,bx
leave
ret

1----------------------------------------------------
I unsigned newes (r)
I unsigned r;
I { register unsigned rt;
I rt=es;
I es = r;
I return rt;
I }

.globl newes
newes:

enter *0,*0
mov bx,*2(bp)
mov ax,es
mov es,bx
leave
ret

1---------------------------------------------------------------
unsigned io write(p,r)
int p; unsigned r;
{ dx = p;

ax = r;
out_word() ;
return ax;

}

.globl io write
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io write:
enter *0,*0
mov dx,*4(bp)
mov ax,*6(bp)
outw
leave
ret
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1----------------------------------------------------------------
unsigned io_read(p);
int p;
{ dx = p;

in_ward();
return ax;

.globl io read
io read:

enter *0,*0
mov dx, *4(bp)
inw
leave
ret
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B.9 "Hakefile"

•SUFFIXES:
•SUFFIXES: .b .a86 .c
.c.b:

cc86 -186 -0 -c $<

.a86.b:
as86 -186 -c $<

C SOURCES = lexcall.c lexutil.c
A86 SOURCES = lexdecl.a86 lexkern.a86
LEXSOURCES = $(A86 SOURCES) $(C SOURCES)
PROCSOURCES = lexs~pp.a86 -

INCLFILES = structs.h sysdata.h
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LEXFILES = lexdecl.b lexkern.b lexcall.b lexutil.b

lex.out: $(LEXFILES) $(INCLFILES)
ld86 -i -0 lex. out $(LEXFILES)

print: $(LEXSOURCES) $(INCLFILES) $(PROCSOURCES) foollint.c
prn $? > prnfile
touch print

lint:
lint foollint.c $(C_SOURCES)
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The segment registers of the processor are constantly manipulated
by the LEX. Each interrupt will have the effect of an environment
being created on the active stack and segment registers are
changed. A system call switches to the system code- and data
segment, leaving the stack segment unchanged; an external
interrupt switches to the handler code- and data-segment and the
special interrupt stack segment. All basically possible segment
switches are illustrated on the following pages, in nine steps:

1. Process 1 is running
2. It calls a system routine (that unblockes process 2)
3. Process 2 is running, because it had a higher priority
4. External interrupt is serviced by a handler of process 0
5. The handler calls a system routine
6. External interrupt is serviced, interrupting the system
The handler, system routine and handler terminate and control
is switched to process 0, that is the highest priority ready
process of the moment.
7. Process 0 is running
8. It calls a system call
9. TIlat gets interrupted by a handler of process 1

The sequence given is pure fiction, but it shows a lot of process
switches and interrupt nesting. In the figures the letters in
circles represent the segments that are reachable by the processor
at that moment. The letters used are:

C for all code segments
D for all process data segments
E for the handler stack segment
H for the handler data segments
S for the system data segment
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D.1 A timer process

o+ke..v- [SJ pw...~i.e 0pl"oc..esses .Q
0.'

.Jt'"

J
0 ola*Q....-

l 111 t~.:(' "'0..L v

fti. lMe>I.-

Z • GPROpo!>AL J'=oR

A T II'-fER PROCE 55

/*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*/

TI~ffiR PROCESS: This process allows other processes to send
messages to mailbox It requesting an alarm after some interval
of time. Requests are identified by a semaphore pointer. If
the lime limit is reached t a v-operation on the semaphore is
performed. Messages have the format: msg.hi is a semaphore
pointer t msg.lo is the interval to be waited. Bit 15 of msg.lo
is reset if a (possibly) outstanding alarm to the semaphore
has to be deleted first. This makes setting t resetting and
cancelling of the alarm possible.

II include "structs.h"
# define SIZ 56

struct t entry
{ struct t entry *next;

struct semaphore *sem;
int interval;

} tabel [SIZ]t *first t *free;

/* example size */

/* pointer to next in lists */
/* the semaphore to be notified */
/* time-units to wait on */

main (argLEX)
struct layout argLEX;
{ register struct mailbox

register int interv;
struct t_entry *i;
struct message msg;
int timer2();

*mbox; /* the command mailbox */
/* the .10 part of the message */
/* used for initialization */
/* message buffer */
/* handler subroutine */
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/* initialize free list ptrs */

while (TRUE)
pmail (mbox, &msg,
disable (19);

first ~ NULL;
free = i = &tabel[O];
while (i < &tabel[SIZ-1])
{ i->next = i+1;

i++;
}
i->next = NULL;
mbox = argLEX.mboxO + 1; /* set mbox to point to mbox 1 */
attach (19, timer2, INDIRECT);
/* vector 19 is the internal timer 2, that is used here */
/* <initialize the timer fuction and interval> */
rmail (mbox);

/* the operational loop */
WAIT);

/* a message was received,
* enter critical section */

/* if bit 15 is set, then reset it, else remove entry */
if «interv = msg.lo) & Ox8000) interv &= Ox7fff;
else getq (msg.hi);
/* if the interval is non-zero, reset the timer inhibit
* if it was set (no entries in the *first queue) and
* enter the command in the table */

if (interv)
{ if (first == NULL) /* <reset inhibit bit> */

putq (msg.hi, interv);
}
enable (19); /* end of critical section */

timer2()
{ register struct t_entry *p; /* pointer to a table entry */

/* Test if the first element in the queue must be awakened,
* because interrupt occurred, queue is not empty */

if (--(p->interval) =~ 0)
do
{ v (p->sem);

deq();
/* if the *first queue is empty, timer can be inhibited */
if (first == NULL) /* <set inhibit bit> */;

}
while (p ~ p->next && p->interval == 0)
/* continue as long as there are processes to be notified */
intret (19);

}

deq()
/* transfers an element from the *first queue to the *free queue:
* delete an entry */
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register struct t entry *p;
p = first->next; -
first = (free = first)->next;
free->next = p;

}
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getq (s)
/* transfers the element in the first list, that is waiting on
* semaphore s, if any, to the free list:
* delete a specific entry */

struct semaphore *s;
{ resgister struct t entry **p, *q;

if (q = *(p = &first) NULL) return;
while (q->sem != s)
{ p = &(q->next);

if «q = q->next) == NULL) return;
}
/* update the wait interval of the next element
* and the pointer to it. */

(*p = q->next)->interval += q-> interval;
q->next = free; free = q;

}

putq (s,i)
/* transfers an element of the *free list into the *first list,
* sorted by the argument i. The queue is organized cumulative,
* that means that the interval of an element is the sum of
* all intervals of its preceeders and its own .interval field
*/

struct semaphore *s;
int i;

register struct t entry **p, *q;
if (q = *(p = &first»
while (i > q->interval)
{ i -= q->interval;

p = &(q->next);
if «q q->next) == NULL) break;

}

}
free = (*p free)->next;
*(p = &(*p)->next) = q;
p->interval = i;
q->interval -= i;
p->sem = s;

/* get free element */
/* put in list at location */

/*
*
*
*
*
*

EXAMPLE PROCESS for timer usage: this process waits for an
interrupt or a time-out, whatever comes first. The semaphore
must be reset every loop, because the there can be a time-out
action on top of the interrupt, if the two were close so that
the time-out could not be cancelled in time.
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*/
It include "structs. h"
# define EXINT1 ??

int who dunnit;
struct mailbox *time_out;
struct semaphore *sem;
struct message msg;
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main (argLEX)
struct layout argLEX;
{ int handler1();

attach (EXINT1, handler1, INDIRECT);
msg.hi = sem = &(argLEX.procO+~NSELF)->su sem;
time out = argLEX.mboxO + 1; -
enable (EXINTl);
while (TRUE)
{ r(sem, 0);

msg.lo = TIME_OUT;
who dunnit = 0;
/* <setup some hardware action> */
vmail(time out, &msg, WAIT);
suspend(); -
if (who dunnit)
{ msg.lo = 0;

vmail(time_out, &msg, WAIT);
}
else /* <time-out actions> */;

}
}

handlerl( )
{ who dunnit = 1;

v(sem);
intre t( EXINTl);

}
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/*
*
*
*
*

PROCESSI does the handling of the incoming messages and fills
the segments of memory, used as buffers. Each buffer has a
descriptor field, that is always filled and a data field that
is filled in the case of a write action of the GOS

*/
II include "structs.h"
# define WAKE UP ??
# define BUFFSIZ ??

struct segptr buff [BUFSIZj, *freept, *readpt;
struct semaphore *seml;
struct mailbox *mboxl;

main (argLEX);
struct layout argLEX;
{ int handlerl();

register unsigned ds;
freept = readpt = buff;
semI = argLEX.semO + 1;
mboxl = argLEX.mboxO + 1;
attach(WAKE UP, handlerl, INDIRECT);
enable(WAK~UP);

while (TRUE)
{ p(seml, WAIT);

if ( /* <cmd is a write> */ )
{ ds = newds(readpt->segreg);

/* <fetch the data> */
newds(ds);

}
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vmail (mbox1, readpt, WAIT);
if (++readpt == &buff[BUFSIZ]) readpt
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buff;

handler l( ) ;
{ register unsigned ds;

int what size;
what size = /* <get the size of data block> */;
if (getseg(freept, what size)) ALARH();
ds = newds(freept->segreg);
/* fill descriptor part> */;
newds(ds);
if (++freept == &buff[BUFSIZ]) freept buff;
v(seml);
intret(WAKE_UP) ;

/*
*
*
*
*

PROCESS2 handles all disk actions, using one handler.
If something went wrong, action is started again.
If no actions were in progress, the process has to initiate
actions again, otherwise the handler fetches the next cmd.

*/
II include "structs.h"
# define DK READY??
# define WAS EMPTY??

struct mailbox *mbox1, *mbox2;

main (argLEX)
struct layout argLEX;
{ int handler2();

struct message msg;
mbox2 = (mbox1 = argLEX.mboxO + 1) + 1;
attach(DK_READY, handler2, INDIRECT);

while (TRUE)
{ pmail(mbox1, &msg, WAIT);

disable(DK READY);
if (sort in queue(&msg) WAS EMPTY)
setup next emd();
enabl;( DKJ:~:EADY) ;

handler2()
{ register struct segptr *seg;

if (last action(seg) == OK)
{ if (~mail(mbox2, seg, NOWAIT)) ALARM();
}
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else sort in queue(seg);
setup next c-;d();
intret(DK_READY);

}

int sort_in_queue (cmdseg)
struct segptr *cmdseg;
{ /* <sort the command in a global queue> */;

return /* <if the queue was empty or not> */;
}
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setup next cmd()
/* <instruct the hardware to perform the first command
* in the global queue> */

}

int last action(cmdseg)
struct segptr *cmdseg;

/* <check status of just performed command t

* return a pointer to that command and the status
* as a return value> */;

}

/*
* PROCESS3 informs the GOS that the command was carried out.
* If the command was a read, the data is transferred to its
* final destination.
*/

II include "structs.h"

struct mailbox *mbox2;

main(argLEX)
struct layout argLEX;
{ struct-segptr msg;

register unsigned ds;
mbox2 = argLEX.mboxO + 2;

while (TRUE)
pmail(mbox2, &msg, WAIT);
if (/* <cmd was a read> */)
{ ds = newds(msg.segreg);

/* <transport data to destination> */;
newds(ds);

}
/* <notify GOS of cmd ready> */;
if (dispseg(msg» ALARM();

}
}
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Appendix E. Proposal for a debugger

I ""ode ):PRoPOSAL FOR
A peBu<SI3£R

/*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*/

DEBUGGER FACILITY: A process in the LEX that can either run
debugger fuctions as a process in the multi-process
environment or run them as an interruptt blocking the system.
three handlers for the debugger interrupts and one for the
console. Because the LEX does not support stream-io t the
console must be scanned a character at a time.

It include "structs.h"

struct mailbox *mbox; /* pointer to mbox 0 */
int errdebug t /* number of mailbox write overflows */

superv; /* mode of the debugger: process/supervisor */

main (argLEX)
struct layout argLEX;
{ unsigned dS t *genr t segr;

struct message msg;
int sst()t bpt()t clr()t con(); /* handlers */
mbox = argLEX.mboxO;
errdebug = 0;
superv = 0;
rmail (mbox);
/* <initialize the console> */
attach (135 t con t INDIRECT);/* 135: example console vector */
attach ( It sstt INDIRECT);
attach ( 2 t clr t INDIRECT);
attach ( 3 t bpt, INDIRECT);

while (TRUE)
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{ pmail (mbox, msg, WAIT);
/* messages sent have a msg.lo part that points to the

* applicable process, or NULL, if the command has no
* associated process */
if (msg.lo)
{ ds = newds (0);

genr = «struct pdesc *) msg.lo)->stsave.genreg;
segr = «struct pdesc *) msg.lo)->stsave.segreg;
newds (ds);
debug (msg.hi, msg.lo, genr, segr);

}
}

}
else debug (msg.hi); /* other params are not used */

/* to save the data segment */
/* points to the appl. proc */
/* params for debug */

/* force the supervisor mode */
/* to build up a message */

debug (cmd, proc, sp, ss)
/* does the work for the debugger, and can be called:
* 1. from the process for a process, all params are used,
* 2. from the process, general command, only cmd valid,
* 3. from a handler, proc may be NULL, all are valid.
*/

int cmd;
struct pdesc *proc;
unsigned *sp, ss;
{ switch (cmd)

{ case 0: /* <single step> */; break;
case 1: /* <breakpoint> */; break;
/* and a list of all other commands •••
case 2: ••• , break;
case 3: ••• ; break;
*/
otherwise: /* <wrong command action> */;

}
}

do int (cmd, addr)
/*- does the work for the handlers, cmd is the command to be

* issued and addr is the entry stack pointer of the handler
*/

int cmd, *addr;
{ register unsigned ds;

register struct pdesc *pr;
unsigned *sp, ss;
int fsuper;
struct message msg;

ds = newds(O);
if «*(int *) INT C) - 1)
/* if int count >-1 then an interrupt was in service */
{ sp = addr;

ss = getss();
fsuper = 1;
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}
else
if (*(int *) SYS C)
/* if sys count> 0 then a system routine was active */
{ sp = *((struct longptr *) SYS SAVE).genreg;

ss = *((struct longptr *) SYS=SAVE).segreg;
fsuper = 1;

}
else

pr *((struct pdesc *) RUNN);
sp pr->stsave.genreg;
ss pr->stsave.segreg;
fsuper = 0;

}
newds (ds);
if (fsuper I superv) debug (cmd, pr, sp, ss);
else

msg.lo prj
msg.hi cmd;
suspend() ;
if (vmail (mbox, &msg, NO WAIT» errdebug++;

}
}

bpt (dummy)
{ do int 0, &dummy);

intret (3);

sst (dummy)
{ do int (0, &dummy);

intret 0);

(dummy)
superv
do int
intret

clr
{

}

1 .,
(0, &dummy);
(2);

con()
{ static char buff[132J,

*bptr;
register char *b;
register int cmd;
struct message msg;

/* line buffer for console */
/* pointer in that buffer */

*(b = ++bptr) = io read (CON IN);
/* the letter just read is ~ompared to be a backspace,
* newline or other control character */

if (*b == BACKSP) bptr -= 2;
else
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if (*b == '\n') *b
else

, \0' ;

if (*b < ' ') *b = ' ';

/* if the buffer is full or a newline was read: interpret */
if (*b == '\0' II bptr == &buff[131])
{ cmd = what cmd(bptr = buff);

if (superv) debug(cmd);
else
{ msg.hi = cmd;

msg.lo = 0;
if (vmail (mbox, &msg, NO_WAIT) errdebug ++;

}
intret (135);
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